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Introduction

The structural analysis of crystals by X-ray diffraction experiments has
a long history. As of today, it is broadly treated and theoretically well
understood, see e.g. [30, 48]. W. L. and W. H. Bragg were awarded the
Nobel price in physics in 1915 for their experiments and explanations in that
context. The so called Bragg peaks, i.e. sharp point-like components in the
diffraction image of a solid or other material, are a strong indicator for some
sort of long-range order of the structure of given material. Although the
term ‘long-range order’ has still no uniformly accepted sharp definition, the
appearance of Bragg peaks in the diffraction image of a structure or even a
diffraction image consisting only of Bragg peaks is a widely accepted hint at
long-range order in the structure for any such definition; compare the dis-
cussion in [95]. In this sense, long-range order is not restricted to periodic
structures, i.e. structures that have a translational symmetry of some sort,
like crystals. The discoveries of metallic alloys with Bragg peaks in their dif-
fraction images but without any translation symmetry [90], later subsumed
under the term quasicrystals, and similar theoretical objects, namely aperi-
odic tilings [79, 22, 61, 62], triggered the question of what kind of (matter)
distributions share those point-like parts in their diffraction spectra [26].
The question has been studied intensively since then, experimentally and
mathematically, and lead to mathematical answers such as those presented
in [41, 50].

Also the other parts of the diffraction image of aperiodic structures,
i.e. the absolutely continuous (e.g. [50, 51]) and singular continuous parts
(e.g. [45]), were investigated. In particular, random components in the
structures lead to absolutely continuous parts in diffraction, respectively to
diffuse scattering (for a broad picture of diffraction of random structures see
[6]). Contributions by Gouéré [46] led to new insight into diffraction in the
even more random situations of ergodic point processes.

The question whether one can (uniquely) determine the structure from
the diffraction image is a very natural one. This question is referred to as the
corresponding inverse problem. Unfortunately, the answer is not affirmative.
If the diffraction spectrum has continuous parts, the inverse problem gets
even more intricate. For instance, Höffe and Baake [8] came up with an
example where some deterministic structure (the Rudin-Shapiro sequence)
has the same diffraction as one with maximal entropy (a Bernoulli chain).
It is therefore useful to enlarge the collection of worked out examples. This
thesis is a contribution to that, with particular focus on continuous spectral
components.

Mathematically, we follow Hof [50] in the modelling of kinematic diffrac-
tion. The diffraction of a given structure for us is the positive measure that
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2 INTRODUCTION

is the Fourier transform of the volume averaged autocorrelation measure.
A good introduction to why this is an adequate way to model the physical
experiments can for instance be found in [52, 54, 97].

The systems we consider have structural disorder that is described by
stochastic elements. The first kind of structure is given by randomly weigh-
ted aperiodic point sets (i.e. the underlying structure has long-range order)
and the disorder is introduced by a Gibbs measure that puts the random
weights to the points, similar to lattice gases. The second kind of structure
is strongly disordered by itself, being realisations of the Matérn hard-core
point process, a local thinning of a Poisson point process.

Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organised as follows.

In Chapter 1, we briefly introduce the notation and elementary methods
used in the later chapters. After the notation is fixed, the necessary objects
and results about Fourier transforms of Radon measures are introduced.
They are then put into context with mathematical diffraction theory as in-
troduced by Hof [49, 50, 51]. At the end of Chapter 1, a few definitions
concerning point processes are recalled.

In Chapter 2, we analyse diffraction properties of randomised sets of
finite local complexity (FLC sets). Therefore, in Section 2.1, FLC sets and
weighted FLC sets are introduced. Adapted topological spaces and dynam-
ical systems are presented and their properties are discussed in that section,
too. The next section is concerned with the involved random mechanism. A
class of appropriate Gibbs measures is presented, starting with a recapitula-
tion of general Gibbs measures, then going over to the construction of Gibbs
measures that attach weights from a compact weight set to single FLC sets,
where the weighting process is governed by a short-range pair interaction.
A high temperature regime ensures uniqueness with the help of Dobrushin’s
criterion and gives an estimate for the covariances of one-point functions.
The next step is to extend those Gibbs measures to dynamical systems of
FLC sets. As a first result, we give conditions for this kind of Gibbs measure
to be ergodic. With the ergodicity of this measure and the estimates of the
covariances, we can then analyse the diffraction of its realisations in the next
section by using theory on the spectrum of dynamical systems. We get the
main result for this chapter:

Result. If uniquely ergodic and pure point diffractive FLC sets are random-
ised by a short-ranged Gibbs measure at sufficiently high temperatures, no
singular continuous part is present in their diffraction measure.

Chapter 3 discusses the diffraction properties of the Matérn hard-core
point process. Starting from observations and claims given in [6] the chapter
provides a detailed treatment of the diffraction of this process.

The first section recapitulates the connection between second order prop-
erties of a stationary ergodic point process and the autocorrelation measure
of its realisations. A connection between the Bartlett spectrum and the
diffraction measure is also drawn.
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Section 3.2 introduces the Matérn hard-core point process and some of
its properties, its ergodicity in particular.

This ergodicity then allows us to use the connection between autocor-
relation and Palm measure observed by Gouéré [46] and the second or-
der product density of the Matérn hard-core point process as calculated by
Stoyan and Stoyan [94] to analyse the diffraction of the process in Section
3.3. In the one-dimensional case the diffraction can be computed analytic-
ally. The observations in this case can be extended to higher dimensions.
Although the explicit values of the absolutely continuous part of the dif-
fraction measure can only be computed numerically, we can still rigorously
describe the asymptotic behaviour of the density for large arguments.

Result. The diffraction of the Matérn hard-core point process in dimen-
sion d is that of a refined Poisson point process plus an additional radially
symmetric absolutely continuous part that is O

�}y}�pd�1q{2� as }y} Ñ 8.
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CHAPTER 1

Notation and preliminaries

1.1. Notation

Throughout this text, we try to use standard notation for the different
mathematical objects. Still, we give some basic information for reasons of
completeness.

1.1.1. Sets and numbers. The natural numbers t1, 2, 3, . . .u will be
denoted by N, N Y t0u by N0, the integers by Z, the reals by R and the
complex numbers by C. The positive reals are given by R� and the non-
negatives by R�0 . The absolute values of real or complex numbers z are
written as |z|. The argument of a complex z as arg z and the complex
conjugate as z, imaginary and real part of z will be denoted by Im pzq
and Re pzq, respectively. The symbol 8 shall be used for infinity on the
positive real line (or complex infinity), while�8 will be used for the negative
counterpart.

The standard d-dimensional Euclidean space will be denoted by Rd and
the corresponding Euclidean norm of elements x by }x}. By Brpxq we denote
the closed ball in Rd of radius r around x, the open version by Bo

r pxq. By
Br we abbreviate Brp0q. We will write #A or #pAq for the cardinality of
an arbitrary set A, including infinite ones. If Ω is any space and A � Ω is
some subset then we denote its complement ΩrA by AA. The characteristic
function of a set A is defined via

1Apωq �
#

1 , if ω P A ,
0 , otherwise.

For a set A � Rd, t P Rd let

A� t :� tx� t |x P Au
be the shifted set. For two subsets A,B of Rd we denote their Minkowski
sum and difference by

A�B :� tx� y |x P A, y P Bu ,
For a topological space X let further K pXq denote the set of compact
subsets of X. The interior of a set A will be denoted by Ao, its boundary
by BA.

1.1.2. Functions. The Landau symbols O and o, as well as the symbol
�, to describe asymptotic behaviour of a real or complex valued function
are used as defined in [75]. By log we denote the natural logarithm with
base e. The restriction of a mapping f : X Ñ Y to some X 1 � X will be
denoted by f |X 1 .

5



6 1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

Some special functions will also appear in our calculations. Since some
have slightly different definitions in different books, we will give the ones we
are going to use:

Sipzq :�
» z

0

sin t

t
dt ,

Cipzq :� �
» 8

z

cos t

t
dt

and

Eipzq :� �
» 8

�z

expp�tq
t

dt ,

namely the integral sine and cosine and the exponential integral. While
Si is an entire function, Ci and Ei have a branch cut discontinuity on the
negative real axis and Ei is to be understood as the Cauchy principal value
of the integral. For more details and properties see e.g. [1, 75]. 1F0 and

2F1 denote the respective (generalised) hypergeometric functions, compare
[70]. The Bessel functions of the first kind are denoted by Jνpzq, see [1] for
definitions and properties.

1.2. Radon measures, Fourier transforms and diffraction

Large parts of this thesis are concerned with measures and their Fourier
transforms, because diffraction is modelled as the Fourier transform of the
so-called autocorrelation measure, an object that can be deduced from the
structure under consideration.

In this section we will clarify our point of view and recapitulate im-
portant results (for our context), without going into details and just giving
references to the proofs.

1.2.1. Measures and spaces of measures. Our perspective on meas-
ures is the simultaneous view of measures as (complex) σ-additive set func-
tions and as continuous linear functionals, which is justified by versions of
the Riesz-Markov theorems (compare e.g. [78]). For probability measures
and standard probability theory we would like to simply refer to standard
literature such as [20, 21, 25, 77].

We will focus on the set MpXq of complex (Radon) measures, i.e. duals
of elements in CcpXq, the set of continuous complex valued functions with
compact support in X, where X is some locally compact metrizable space.
Thus measures are (complex) linear functionals µ on CcpXq such that for
any compact K � X there exists some constant aK with

|µpfq| ¤ aK}f}8
for any f P CcpXq with support in K. Here } � }8 is the usual sup-norm.
The support suppµ of a measure µ is then defined as the smallest closed
set F such that µpfq � 0 for all f P CcpXq with support outside of F . For
further details, we would like to refer to [10],[23],[2] and [35].

We are going to flip between several ways to denote the evaluation of a
function f by a measure µ, just to stress certain properties or for ease of
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notation:

µpfq �
»
X
fpxq dµpxq � Eµpfq ,

where we use Eµpfq only if µ is a probability measure. Note that in the
interpretation of µ as a set function on the corresponding Borel sets and
with the interpretation of µpfq as an integral, the function f only needs to
be integrable, not necessarily continuous, e.g. µpAq � µp1Aq for a Borel
set A. We equip MpXq with the vague topology, i.e. a sequence pµnqnPN in
MpXq converges if and only if pµnpfqqnPN converges for every test-function
f P CcpXq. The restriction of a measure µ to some Borel set A is given
by the measure defined by µApfq :� µp1Afq. The complex conjugate of a

measure is given by µpfq :� µpfq and also defines a measure.
Let us now turn to a special case, let X � Rd. There are several sub-

spaces of MpRdq of interest for our investigations. Let CR
c pRdq be the set of

real valued continuous functions on Rd with compact support and C�
c pRdq

the functions f P CR
c pRdq with f ¥ 0. A measure µ PMpRdq is called posit-

ive if for all f P C�
c pRdq also µpfq ¥ 0. The set of positive Radon measures

will be denoted by M�pRdq. Each µ P MpRdq can be linked to a unique
positive measure |µ|, called the total variation or absolute value of µ and
defined as

|µ|pfq :� sup
 |µpgq| �� g P CR

c pRdq , |g| ¤ f
(
,

where f P C�
c pRdq. A measure in MpRdq is called bounded if |µ|pRdq   8,

and unbounded otherwise. We are going to extensively make use of the Dirac
measures δx, where δxpfq :� fpxq, because sums of Dirac measures can be
identified with point sets in Rd.

We are especially interested in the following subsets of the Radon meas-
ures, because they have very nice topological properties:

Definition 1.1. Let C ¡ 0 and also let V be a relatively compact open
subset of Rd. A measure µ P MpRdq is called pC, V q-translation bounded if
for any t P Rd we have

|µ|pV � tq ¤ C .

We denote the set of pC, V q-translation bounded measures by MC,V pRdq.
A measure µ is called translation bounded, if any such C, V exist, which is
equivalent to suptPRd |µ|pK � tq   8 for any compact K � Rd.

The set MC,V pRdq is nice in the following sense:

Theorem 1.2. Let C, V be as above. Then MC,V pRdq, equipped with the
vague topology, is a compact metrizable Hausdorff space.

Proof. A proof for arbitrary second countable locally compact Abelian
groups can be found in [10]. �

Probably the most important measure in MpRdq is the Lebesgue meas-
ure λd. In Chapter 2, we also use volpAq for λdpAq for Borel sets A, because
we do not want to confuse it with the Lebesgue measure λ on the complex
weight set. Let L 1pRdq be the set of Lebesgue integrable functions on the
Euclidean space Rd.
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As a consequence of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem (compare
[35]), each measure µ P MpRdq can be uniquely decomposed with respect
to the Lebesgue measure,

µ � µac � µpp � µsc ,

where µac is absolutely continuous with respect to λd, µpp is a pure point

measure (concentrated on the countable set
 
x P Rd |µppptxuq ¡ 0

(
) and

µsc is singular continuous with respect to λd, i.e. µsc is a diffuse measure,
concentrated on a Lebesgue 0-set. Not necessarily every part is present
in such a decomposition. Indeed, one main goal of this thesis is to show
the absence of the singular continuous part in a certain class of diffraction
measures. If we use the terms absolutely/singular continuous without giving
a reference measure we always mean this to be λd.

1.2.2. Fourier transform, diffraction and autocorrelation of Ra-
don measures. A broad treatment of the Fourier transform on groups in
general can be found in [84]. Further details with relevance to our point of
view are given in [23] and in particular the Fourier transform of tempered
distributions is considered in [83].

For functions f P L 1pRdq, we define the Fourier transform Fpfq � pf as
the following uniformly continuous complex valued function (compare [20]):
for y P Rd let pfpyq :�

»
Rd
fpxq e�2πi y�x dλdpxq ,

where y � x is the standard scalar product in Rd. The inverse Fourier trans-

form F�1pfq � qf of an integrable function f is given by

qfpyq :�
»
Rd
fpxq e2πi y�x dλdpxq .

For bounded measures µ, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform pµ is the ana-
logously defined complex valued function

pµpyq :�
»
Rd

e�2πi y�x dµpxq .

Let the inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure be defined analog-
ously and be denoted by qµ. The Fourier Stieltjes transform has the nice
property that it is a uniformly continuous bounded function (see [84]).

For our considerations, it is necessary to extend the above definitions to
certain unbounded measures and to interpret the Fourier transform of these
again as a measure. In order to achieve that, we use the theory of tempered
distributions. So let SpRdq be the set of rapidly decreasing or Schwartz-
functions in Rd and S 1pRdq be its dual, the set of tempered distributions
(see e.g. [83, 40]). Since SpRdq � L 1pRdq and the Fourier transform of a
Schwartz-function is again in SpRdq, the following definition for the Fourier

transform FpT q � pT of tempered distributions T is valid and defines again
a distribution: for ϕ P SpRdq letpT pϕq :� T ppϕq .
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The inverse Fourier transform F�1pT q � qT of a tempered distribution T
again is defined and denoted similar to the L 1-case, i.e.qT pϕq :� T pqϕq .
In case of function spaces where the Fourier transform defines a continuous
bijection, e.g. SpRdq or L2pRdq, one hasqpf � pqf � f ,

see e.g. [83]. We then obviously also have for tempered distributions TpqT � qpT � T .

Several unbounded measures in MpRdq also define tempered distribu-
tions and their Fourier transform is again a measure. We will call measures
which are also tempered distributions tempered measures. Every translation
bounded measure is tempered (see [50]). If the Fourier transform is again
a measure, we refer to them as Fourier transformable. Prominent examples
are given by the Lebesgue measure λd, with δ0 as the Fourier transform, and
δ0 with λd as its Fourier transform (in this interpretation), compare [85].

If one identifies pf and pµ as densities with respect to the Lebesgue meas-
ure, then the definitions coincide. In particular (by the obvious implication
of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem [21, Satz 17.10]), in this respect the Four-
ier transform of a bounded measure or an integrable function is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We will later on need the
following simple consequence:

Proposition 1.3. Let Λ � Rd be countable, and let µ be the complex meas-
ure given by

µ �
¸
xPΛ

wpxq δx ,

where wpxq P C and
°
xPΛ |wpxq|   8. Then the Fourier transform of µ is

absolutely continuous with respect to λd.

Proof. The condition
°
xPΛ |wpxq|   8 directly implies that µ is a

bounded measure, so its Fourier transform is absolutely continuous. �

To model kinematic diffraction, we basically follow the mathematical
formulation of Hof [49, 50]. The diffraction of a measure is thus given by
the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation measure. For the definition of
the latter we need some further well known concepts. If for two measures
µ, ν PMpRdq the object, given by

µ � νpfq :�
»
Rd

»
Rd
fpx� yqdµpxqdνpyq ,

where f P CcpRdq, is well defined1 and again a measure, then this measure
is called the convolution of µ and ν. This is for example the case if at
least one of the measures is finite and the other one is translation bounded,

compare [23, Prop. 1.13.]. Further, for f P CcpRdq let rfpzq :� fp�zq and for

1At least one of the integrals
³
Rd fpx � yq dµpxq or

³
Rd fpx � yq dνpyq needs to be

integrable for all y or x, respectively
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µ P MpRdq let rµ be the measure defined by rµpfq :� µ
� rf�. Let µ P MpRdq

be an unbounded measure and µR be the (finite) restriction of µ to BR.
Consider the following well defined ‘volume averages’:

γR :� µR � �µR
vol

�
BR

� .
Every vague accumulation point of the family of measures pγRqRPR will be
called an autocorrelation measure of µ. If there is only one accumulation
point, we will call this vague limit γ :� limRÑ8 γR the natural autocorrela-
tion of µ. Note that the definition is only interesting for unbounded meas-
ures, because for finite measures the limit will always be the 0-measure. In
the case of finite measures ρ, the convolution ρ � rρ plays the same role. It
is known as the Patterson function. Other increasing families of averaging
sets instead of centred balls may be chosen and are more appropriate for
other models, e.g. cubes, compare [50]. In general, the limits depend on the
form of those sets. For this reason other authors demand stronger forms of
convergence for a unique autocorrelation, in particular for every van Hove
sequence. In short, a van Hove sequence in Rd is an increasing family of
relatively compact Borel sets in Rd which grows to Rd and has somehow a
vanishing surface to volume ratio (for details see e.g. [88]). In Chapter 2,
Section 2.3 we will give a condition for the existence and formulae for the
calculation of the autocorrelation of certain weighted point sets.

Since, by construction (an easy application of the Bochner-Schwartz-
Theorem, see [40]), each γR is a positive definite measure and the set of
positive definite measures is a vaguely closed set (see [23, p. 18]), every
possible natural autocorrelation γ is again positive definite. Thus it is Four-
ier transformable and its Fourier transform pγ is a positive measure. This
measure is called the diffraction (measure) of µ. For details on why this
measure is also physically a sensible description of diffraction experiments,
we would like to refer the reader to [49, 30] or other books on diffraction
physics. Constructs like the first Born approximation, far-field approxima-
tion of kinematic diffraction play important roles. Short and very readable
descriptions can also be found in [54, 97].

1.3. Some notes on point processes

Concepts, definitions and most part of the notation is based on [59],
so for further information and details we would like to refer the reader to
this book or to [31, 89]. We just introduce the most important definitions,
objects and results for point processes in Rd.

Let E be a subset of Rd and N pEq be the set of counting measures in
E, i.e. measures that only take non-negative integer values for all relatively
compact sets. It is known that they have a representation

µ �
¸

xPsuppµ

nx δx ,

where suppµ is a locally finite set in E and nx � µptxuq P N for all x P
suppµ. If in addition µptxuq � 1 for all x P suppµ, the counting measures is
called simple. We will denote the set of simple counting measures by N1pEq.
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Let B0pEq be the set of relatively compact Borel sets in E. We define
F pEq to be the σ-algebra that is generated by the sets tµ P N pEq |µpBq �
nu, for all B P B0pEq and n P N0, i.e. F pEq is the σ-algebra generated by
the random variables ζBpµq :� µpBq. The set N pEq may also be viewed as a
subset of the positive Radon measures M�pEq in E. The vague topology on
M�pEq restricted to N pEq is known to also generate F pEq as corresponding
Borel sets (see [76, 55]). Probability measures on pN pEq,F pEqq are called
point processes in E; in case they are concentrated on N1pEq they are called
simple.

In case P is a simple point process in E � X �M , where X � Rn and
M � Rm, n�m � d, such that tx P X | Dm PM : px,mq P suppµu is locally
finite in X for P -almost all µ, we speak of marked point processes. They can
be imagined as random point sets in X with marks in M , the realisations
may again be written as

µ �
¸

px,mqPsuppµ

δpx,mq .

Because the support of µ is locally finite, the points of the support are count-
able and may be expressed as a sequence of random pairs of locations and
marks

�pxipµq,mipµqq
�
iPN, where the counting is done in a unique measur-

able way. We say the marked point process has independent mark distribu-
tion, if the random elements mi are independent and identically distributed
and independent of the random elements xi. For details see [89].

A point process is said to have independent increments, if for disjoint
A1, A2 P B0pEq the random variables ζA1 and ζA2 are independent. A
point process P is called stationary or translation invariant, if for any B P
B0pEq and any t P E the random variables ζB and ζB�t have the same
distribution, i.e. if the image of P under the translation Tt is again P . The
most prominent and best understood simple point process is the stationary
Poisson point process Pκ in Rd with intensity κ ¡ 0. It is characterised as
being the only stationary point process with independent increments such
that the random variables ζB, B P B0pRdq, are distributed as follows:

Pκ
�tζB � nu� � �

κλdpBq�n
n!

exp
�� κλdpBq� ,

for n P N0, compare [59]. Here we abbreviated tµ P N pRdq | ζBpµq � nu by
tζB � nu and use tζB ¤ nu, etc. similarly.

Consider the following subclass of F pEq:
I pEq :� tF P F pEq |F � t � F @t P Eu ,

the set of translation invariant events, where F � t :� tTtpµq |µ P F u. The
set I pEq is obviously again a σ-algebra. If for a stationary point process
P either P pF q � 0 or P pF q � 1 for all F P I pEq, it is called ergodic. The
Poisson point process is also an example for an ergodic point process [89].

Let us finally note that random measures in Rd are defined similarly to
point processes. One has just to make one little modification: instead of the
space N pEq one takes the set of locally finite measures in Rd. The mappings
ζB can be extended naturally to this space.





CHAPTER 2

Gibbs measures on weighted FLC sets and the
absence of singular continuous diffraction

The diffraction properties of sets of finite local complexity (FLC sets),
especially of regular model sets, have been widely explored [12, 50, 69, 74,
87, 88, 93]. There are also several results for randomly weighted lattices
[16, 17, 51] or situations where a Gibbs measure or simpler random mech-
anisms are responsible for random displacements of the points [11, 63, 64].
A large class of the models for diffraction of structures close to crystals
have an absolutely continuous part in the spectrum. This diffuse scatter-
ing is most of the time connected to random components. Those models
nevertheless do only occasionally lead to diffraction spectra with singular
continuous parts, which is also not too far from experimental experience in
crystallography [30, 48, 96].

Our model puts random weights to the sites of an FLC set, which might
be interpreted as different atoms/molecules, or as a variation of their effect-
ive scattering strength.

In case the weighting process is independently done, Baake and Zint
[17, 97] show that, at least for finite complex weight-sets, the absence of
the singular continuous part remains.

In case the weights are chosen dependently from a finite weight-set,
according to some Gibbs measure at high temperatures, joint work with
Zint shows that this property still holds.

The main goal of this chapter is to extend the result to a compact com-
plex weight-set. On the way, we will also need to define a suitable class
of Gibbs measures. The ergodicity of the latter, together with the known
diffraction properties of dynamical systems with pure point dynamical spec-
trum (compare e.g. [10, 11, 12, 69, 88]) allow us to achieve our aim.

Several elementary topological concepts are used, all of which might be
found in the standard literature, such as [82, 27, 28].

2.1. Weighted FLC sets and the corresponding dynamical system

In this section, we introduce the measurable spaces for the later theory.
As mentioned above, the objects of interest are given by certain sets with
attached complex weights out of a compact set.

Firstly, we need to clarify properties such as FLC and appropriate topo-
logical structures for point sets. For a more extensive and broader discussion
with complete proofs, we would like to refer the reader to the articles of So-
lomyak [93], Schlottmann [88], Baake and Lenz [10] and Lenz [69]. These
articles also introduce the necessary tools from the theory of dynamical sys-
tems, which we again only briefly introduce. Whereas the concepts remain

13
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valid for much more general situations, we restrict ourselves to the case we
need, where the point sets lie in Euclidean space Rd.

Then, we need to adapt the concepts and structures to weighted sets.

2.1.1. Some concepts for discrete point sets. For completeness,
we give short definitions of well-known concepts for point sets.

Definition 2.1. A subset D of Rd is called

(i) locally finite, if every compact set intersects D only in a finite
subset,

(ii) discrete, if every point x from D has a neighbourhood U such that
U XD � txu,

(iii) uniformly discrete, if there exists some r ¡ 0, such that any open
ball of radius r contains at most one point from D,

(iv) relatively dense, if there exists some R ¡ 0 such that every open
ball of radius R contains at least one point from D,

(v) a Delone set, if it is uniformly discrete and relatively dense.

We will denote the set of closed discrete subsets of Rd by DpRdq.
There are several equivalent definitions for the notion of finite local com-

plexity, but the most intuitive one is given via patches. Let D P DpRdq. A
patch P of size S ¡ 0 around x P D is given by

P � pD � xq XBS .

Proposition 2.2. Let D be a Delone set. The following statements are
equivalent:

(i) For any S ¡ 0 we have

#tpD � xq XBS |x P Du   8 ,

i.e. there are only finitely many different patches of size S in D
(up to translation).

(ii) The set D �D is discrete and closed.
(iii) The set D �D is locally finite.

For a proof see [65]. �

If a Delone set has one of the above properties we will call it a set of
finite local complexity or an FLC set for short. FLC sets have one more im-
portant characterising property related to point dynamical systems. Before
we discuss it, let us take a brief look at our basic class of examples for FLC
sets, namely regular model sets:

Definition 2.3. Consider the following diagram of mappings:

Rd
pphysÐÝÝÝÝ Rd �G

pintÝÝÝÝÑ G� � �
pphyspLq pphys|LÐÝÝÝÝ L

pint|LÝÝÝÝÑ pintpLq
Here G is a locally compact Abelian group, pphys and pint are the canonical

projections from the embedding space Rd � G to the physical space Rd, re-
spectively to the internal space G. Also let L be a lattice in Rd �G, i.e. a
discrete subgroup such that the quotient pRd�Gq{L is compact. We assume
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that pphys|L is injective and that pintpLq is dense in G. Such a diagram is
then called a cut and project scheme.

Now consider an arbitrary W � G and define

ΛpW q :� tpphyspxq |x P L, pintpxq PW u � Rd .

The set is called a model set if W is non-empty, compact and W �W o. In
this context, W is called the window. A model set is called regular if BW
has Haar measure 0.

Model sets might be viewed as natural extensions of lattices. Indeed,
there are similarities when it comes to their diffractive nature, at least for
regular model sets.

Remark 2.4. Every regular model set is an FLC set [74].

For a broad treatment of model sets see [74]. There are some prominent
examples for regular model sets:

Example 2.5. (i) A 1-dimensional model set: The silver mean chain
(Figure 1 illustrates its construction) is a regular model set [7, 11].

Figure 1. The silver mean chain is a model set in R � R,
where L � tpu�v?2, u�v?2q |u, v P Zu and W � ��1?

2
, 1?

2

�
(ii) A 2-dimensional model set: The vertex-set of the Penrose rhombus

tiling (Figure 2 and its diffraction in Figure 3) is known to be a
regular model set, see e.g. [33, 34, 9, 14]. Since it is built from
rotations and shifts from two different rhombuses, its Delone prop-
erty is obvious. That it is an FLC set follows from the observation
that there are only finitely many prototiles (up to translation)
and, for any given patch size, only finitely many ways to put the
rhombuses together.
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Figure 2. A regular model set: the vertex-set of the Penrose
rhombus tiling, a central patch. This figure is a modified
version of a picture in [4]

2.1.2. Two topologies on the closed discrete sets of Rd. Both
the so-called local topology (LT) and the local rubber topology (LRT) are
topologies on the set DpRdq of closed and discrete subsets of Rd. (They can
also be considered as topologies on the closed sets of Rd, see [10].) We will
give bases of open neighbourhoods (derived from certain uniformities, for
details see [88] and [10]) to define them. So for a compact K � Rd, an open
neighbourhood V of 0 P Rd and a closed discrete set D let

UK,V pDq :� tD1 P DpRdq | D t P V : D XK � pD1 � tq XKu ,
and

URK,V pDq :� tD1 P DpRdq |D XK � D1 � V and D1 XK � D � V u .
See [88] for a proof that those sets UK,V pDq form a valid base of neighbour-

hoods for a topology on D , the local topology. The sets URK,V pDq form the

neighbourhood base for the local rubber topology, see [10]. Both topolo-
gies make a complete Hausdorff space out of D (see [10, 88]). Because the
corresponding uniformities have countable bases they are also metrizable
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(compare [88, 10]) by [57, Metrization Theorem, p. 186]. For Delone sets,
such a metric for the LT can be found e.g. in [93].

To make the two topologies transparent, one can picture two sets close
in the local topology if, after a small shift, they agree in a large ball. In
the local rubber topology they are close if, after a small shift, they almost
agree in a large ball. We need the the LRT to describe the topology on the
weighted point sets (viewed as subsets of Rd � C), whereas we will use the
local topology for the underlying structure. One can easily see that the LRT
is coarser than the LT but there is an important connection that is given in
[10, Prop. 5]:

Proposition 2.6. Let Ω be a subset of DpRdq. If Ω is compact in the LT
then it is compact in LRT and the topologies agree on Ω. �

2.1.3. Dynamical systems of FLC sets. Consider the translation
Tt : D ÞÑ D � t. It is easy to check that T � pTtqtPRd defines a continuous
action of Rd on DpRdq in both LT and LRT.

We can now state the above mentioned characterisation of the FLC sets:

Proposition 2.7. A set Γ P DpRdq is FLC, if and only if the orbit tΓ�t | t P
Rdu is precompact in the local topology. See [88, Prop. 2.2] for a proof. �

Thus the set

X :� XpΓq :� tΓ� t | t P RduLT
,

the closure of the orbit of the FLC set Γ in the LT, is a compact Hausdorff
space, and due to Prop. 2.6 the topology on X is the same as given by the
LRT. If B � BpΓq is the σ-algebra of the corresponding Borel sets, then
pX,B, T q is a topological dynamical system.

The sets in X may be interpreted as measures by the following map:

δ : X ÝÑMpRdq ,
Λ ÞÝÑ δΛ :�

¸
xPΛ

δx .

If we consider the topological dynamical system given by the set

Xδ :� tδΛ |Λ P Xu ,

equipped with the vague topology and the translation T on MpRdq, then
the two dynamical systems pX, T q and pXδ, T q are topological conjugates by
[10, Theorem 4]. Justified by this relation, we also interpret a probability
measure on X as a point process.

Obviously, a sequence pΛnqnPN in X converges to some Λ P X if and only
if there exist sequences prnqnPN and ptnqnPN with rn ¡ 0, rn Ñ8 for nÑ8
and tn P Rd, }tn} Ñ 0 for nÑ8, such that Λn � tn XBrn � ΛXBrn .

Remark 2.8. Because by the structure of the LT each element Λ in XpΓq
is ‘built from patches of Γ’, also the difference sets obey Λ � Λ � Γ � Γ.
Thus, also every element of X is again an FLC set.
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This kind of structure is of special interest to diffraction theory: if the
dynamical system pXpΓq,BpΓq, T q of an FLC set Γ is uniquely ergodic1, the
autocorrelation of the system XpΓq is known to exist [88].

2.1.4. Weighted FLC sets. The idea to the next construction is that
dynamical and diffractive properties of a system XpΓq of FLC sets are ba-
sically preserved, or only slightly disturbed, if one (randomly) adds weights
from a compact complex set to the points under certain rules. To stick to
that idea, we start by attaching weights to the sets of X in a very natural
way: let W be a compact subset of C and put

Y :� YpΓ,W q :� 9¤
ΛPXpΓq

WΛ .

Thus, elements of Y are of the form ω � pωxqxPΛ, where Λ P X and ωx PW
for all x P Λ. If we identify C with R2 and ω P Y with tpx, ωxq |x P Λu �
Rd � C then we can interpret Y as a subspace of DpRd � R2q and we can
apply the concept of the LRT to it, which makes it a metrizable space. For
convenience we will use the same notation for the neighbourhoods in the
subspace-topology.

Proposition 2.9. Let ω P Y. Then the sets

URK�W,V�V 1rωs ,
where K P K pRdq, V � Rd is an open neighbourhood of 0 P Rd, and V 1 an
open neighbourhood of 0 P R2, form a neighbourhood base for ω.

Proof. Since the sets UR
rK,rV

rωs get smaller for growing rK P K pRd�R2q
and shrinking rV � Rd � R2, the proof is trivial. �

Consider the natural surjection

supp : Y ÝÑ X
ω � pωxqxPΛ ÞÝÑ ω � Λ .

We will call ω the support of ω.

Proposition 2.10. The mapping supp is a continuous surjection from the
set pY, LRT q to the set pX, LT q.

Proof. Let pωnqnPN be a sequence in Y such that ωn Ñ ω P Y for nÑ
8. We have to show that for any neighbourhood UK,V rωs there exists N P N
such that for all n ¡ N we have ωn P UK,V rωs. Due to the convergence of

the ωn, we know that there exists N P N such that ωn P URK�W,V�V 1rωs for

n ¡ N and any open neighbourhood V 1 of 0 P R2. If ωn P URK�W,V�V 1rωs
then also ωn P UK,V rωs. �

1A dynamical system pΩ,A , T q is called uniquely ergodic, if there exists exactly one
invariant probability measure µ on pΩ,A q which is trivial on the T -invariant elements in
A .
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This continuity property implies that, for a converging sequence in Y,
also the sequence of the corresponding supports converges in the LT. In
other words: if a sequence pωnqnPN in Y converges to some element ω in
Y then after a small shift in X, the supports ωn agree in growing balls for
growing n.

Proposition 2.11. Y is compact in the LRT.

Proof. We show that any sequence in Y contains a converging sub-
sequence.

Let pωnqnPN be such a sequence. Because X is compact, we know that
pωnqnPN contains a convergent subsequence. So without loss of generality
let us assume that already ωn Ñ Λ P X for n Ñ 8. Of course every FLC
set is countable. So let Λ � tx1, x2, . . .u and ptpnqqnPN, prpnqqnPN some
sequences in Rd and R� respectively such that }tpnq} Ñ 0, |rpnq| Ñ 8 and
pωn � tpnqq X Brpnq � ΛX Brpnq. Now let n P N be large enough, such that
x1 P Brpnq and for all larger indices. Thus also x1 � tpnq P ωn. So we have a

sequence
�
ωnx1�tpnq

�
n

in the compact set W , which thus contains a converging

subsequence
�
ω
n1,k

x1�tpn1,kq
�
k
. For x2 the same arguments can be applied to the

sequence of the weights
�
ω
n1,k

x2�tpn1,kq
�
k

to extract a converging subsequence�
ω
n2,k

x2�tpn2,kq
�
k
. Inductively, we get converging sequences

�
ω
nj,k
xj�tpnj,kq

�
k
. The

diagonal sequence
�
ωnk,k

�
k

then obviously converges in the LRT. �

On Y we chose the Rd action induced by the one on X: For t P Rd let
Ttpωq � ω � t be the weighted set obtained by shifting the support and
keeping the weights, i.e. pω � tqx :� ωx�t. We will also denote this action
by T . This action again makes pY, T q a topological dynamical system. The
next sections deal with the task of providing pY, T q with an ergodic measure
that is adapted to some potential ruling the weights.

2.2. Construction of appropriate Gibbs measures

The concept to describe equilibrium states of interacting particles in
statistical mechanics by objects arising from conditional expectations was
introduced in the late 1960’s by Dobrushin, Lanford and Ruelle [36, 37, 38,
39, 67, 86]). Those objects are the so-called Gibbs measures.

Our point of view on Gibbs measures is mainly based on the books of
Preston [81] and Georgii [44]. While we use the tools provided in [44] to
examine the properties of the Gibbs measures on one FLC set, we need the
more abstract definitions and results given in [81] to extend the results to
the complete dynamical system generated by an FLC set.

2.2.1. Basic definitions. The definitions given here follow [81]. They
are very general and are not restricted to situations where the state space
is a lattice or countable. Let pΩ,A q be a measurable space and PpΩq the
set of probability measures on pΩ,A q. We further need a partially ordered
index set. Although the theory allows much more general partially ordered
sets, we directly choose this to be K , the set of compact subsets of Rd. The
index can than later be identified with information about a structure inside
or outside those sets.
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We further need a family of sub-σ-algebras pAKqKPK such that AK2 �
AK1 � A , whenever K1 � K2. They represent the events “happening
outside” of the compact sets.

The next objects give the probabilities of all events, constrained to have
a fixed configuration outside its index:

Definition 2.12. A family of mappings π � pπKqKPK ,

πK : A � Ω ÝÑ R�0 ,
pA,ωq ÞÝÑ πKpA |ωq ,

is called a specification, if it has the following properties:

pS1q πKp � |ωq P PpΩq for all ω P Ω;
pS2q πKpA | � q is AK measurable for all K P K , A P A ;
pS3q πKpA | � q � 1Ap � q for all K P K , A P AK and
pS4q if K2 � K1 then πK1 � πK1 � πK2 , where πK1 � πK2 denotes the

composition of the two kernels πK1 and πK2 , defined as

πK1 � πK2pA |ωq :�
»

Ω
πK2pA | rωq dπK1p � |ωqprωq .

This property can be interpreted as a consistency check if the
kernels for larger indices extend the information given by kernels
for smaller indices in the right way.

In this sense the specification π specifies what a particle configuration
may look like inside of K, if the outside looks like ω. This information might
be enough to describe the whole behaviour of the system, but in general it
is not. The concept is stated precisely by the following definition.

Definition 2.13. A Gibbs measure µ is a measure that can locally be de-
scribed by the specifications, that is, given a set A from AK , then one rep-
resentative of the conditional expectation of µ of 1A given AK is πKp � , Aq.
The set of Gibbs measures with respect to π is thus given by

G pπq :�
!
µ P PpΩq

���Eµp1A|AKq � πKpA | � q ,

µ-almost surely for all A P A and K P K
)

The set G pπq is a convex subset of PpΩq and its extremal points are
referred to as pure phases. A well known example is the 2-dimensional Ising
model, a model where a nearest neighbourhood potential on Z2 describes
the probabilities of having a negatively or positively charged particle at
the positions on the lattice. In case of low temperatures, the set of Gibbs
measures for this model is known to be spanned by 2 pure phases (compare
e.g. [44]).

A definition equivalent to Def. 2.13, which is more practical for our cal-
culations, is given by the so called DLR-equations (in honour of Dobrushin,
Lanford and Ruelle): A probability µ on pΩ,A q is a Gibbs measure specified
by π, if and only if, for all A P A and K P K ,

µpAq �
»

Ω
πKpA |ωqdµpωq . (DLR)
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A proof for this equivalence can be found in [81]. The equation might
be interpreted as follows: The Gibbs measures are the only measures which
predict themselves even if only information outside a compact region is given.

In case a group of bijections is acting on Ω, one can also be interested
in those Gibbs measures which are invariant under the group action. If the
group is fixed in this context, we simply denote the set of invariant Gibbs
measures by G0pπq.

We will concentrate on situations where G pπq or G0pπq consists of only
one element, because then this one element has special properties. Let us
state the most important one for our later observations (see [81, Theorem
4.1]):

Theorem 2.14. Let G be a separable group that acts on Ω via pTαqαPG. If
there exists a sequence pFnqnPN of sub-σ-algebras of A such that A is the
smallest σ-algebra containing

�
nPN Fn, and such that for any n P N, K P K

there exists some α P G such that TαpFnq � AK . Then for µ P G0pπq
µ is extremal ðñ µ is ergodic.

�

2.2.2. Gibbs measures on single FLC sets. A wide branch of stat-
istical mechanics deals with interacting particles on a lattice. Thus, some
of the first, maybe even the original ways to construct specifications are
adapted to this model. Georgii [44] extends this model from a lattice to
countable sets, such as one of our FLC sets.

In this section we will prepare a situation where the corresponding Gibbs
measure is unique. Thus we need to introduce some restrictions to the
potentials defining the interaction. On the one hand, the uniqueness ensures
that we may interpret the Gibbs measure as a thermodynamic limit of the
specifications with free boundary conditions. This will give the opportunity
to compute certain diffraction properties. On the other hand, the uniqueness
also prepares the ground to construct a unique translation invariant Gibbs
measure on the dynamical system Y in the next section.

We are going to stick to the ideas presented in [44] for definitions and
paths to uniqueness results.

Our longer term strategy is to construct unique measures on each of the
disjoint components of Y, namely WΛ, Λ P X. But for now let Λ be some
arbitrary FLC set in Rd. We fix the state-space to be WΛ. For a proper
definition of a σ-algebra on that space we start with one on W . Let us
equip W with the trace W of the standard Borel σ-algebra in C. Any finite
dimensional product of W has the usual product σ-algebra. Now we can use
the canonical projections pΛXK : WΛ ÑWΛXK to define all the σ-algebras
needed.

Let F pΛq be the σ-algebra that is generated by all the projections pKXΛ,
K P K . The projections also give a justification to the previously mentioned
perspective on the needed σ-algebras as the events happening inside or out-
side a compact K: Let FKpΛq be the σ-algebra which is generated only
by the projections pΛXK1 , where K 1 � K. They present the events hap-
pening inside of K. The σ-algebra for the events outside of K, TKpΛq is
thus given by the projections to compact sets that do not intersect with
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K, i.e. TKpΛq � FKApΛq. The latter ones are the indexed family that we
need to construct the specifications. We will make use of the abbreviation
pΛXKpωq �: ωK (even if K is not compact). In that notation, we have
ωtxu � ωx.

Let SpΛq be the set of finite subsets of Λ, thus a subset of K . For us, a
potential on WΛ is a family Φ � pΦSqSPSpΛq of mappings from WΛ into R.
We interpret ΦSpωq to be the interaction energy of the particles in S. Not
every such family of mappings leads to a specification. The next steps take
care to stay on the path given in [44].

We restrict ourselves to pair interactions of short range: let

ΦSpωq :�
#
β φpωx, ωyq Jpx� yq, if S � tx, yu ;

0, otherwise ;

where β ¡ 0, φ : W �W Ñ R and J : Rd Ñ R are measurable mappings
and symmetric under the exchange of x and y, i.e. φpc1, c2q � φpc2, c1q
for all c1, c2 P W and Jpzq � Jp�zq for all z P Rd. We also assume φ
to be continuous, so that φpW � W q is bounded and |φpωx, ωyq| takes a
maximal value mφ in W �W . In this context, the parameter β is called
the inverse temperature. We will later on adjust the temperature to apply
a uniqueness theorem. With this definition, we chose to set φtxupωq � 0, for

all x P Λ and ω PWΛ, because such a self-interaction can be interpreted as
an external potential, which we want to exclude. Therefore, we can assume
Jp0q � 0. The notion ’short range’ comes in via the behaviour of J , which
decays quickly enough for large distances }x � y}, i.e. we assume J to
be either algebraically or exponentially decaying, that is, there exist some
positive constants p, t such that |Jpzq| � Op}z}�pq respectively |Jpzq| �
O
�

expp�t}z}q� for }z} Ñ 8. The constants t and p are called the order
of the respective decay. Exponential decay implies algebraic decay of any
order and we shall concentrate on the latter. We note that this definition of
the potential can and will be extended from ω PWΛ to ω P Y and arbitrary
x, y P Rd if we set Φtx,yu � 0 for tx, yu � ω.

By means of the potential, we can now define the local energy of a
configuration ω PWΛ in the compact set K � Rd:

HKpωq :�
¸

tx,yu�Λ: tx,yuXK ��H
Φtx,yupωq �

¸
xPΛXK, yPΛ

β φpωx, ωyq Jpx� yq .

For the intended definition of the specifications, we need all local energies
to be finite. A first step in that direction is the following proposition.

Proposition 2.15. Let Γ be an FLC set in Rd. Suppose |Jpzq| � Op}z}�pq
for }z} Ñ 8, where p ¡ d� 1. Then for 1   p̃ ¤ p� d we have for all x P Γ¸

yPΛ

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|   8 .

More specifically, there exists some cΓ ¡ 0 such that for all Λ P XpΓq and
x P Λ ¸

yPΛ

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|   cΓ . (2.1)
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Proof. For this proof, we use the uniform discreteness of Γ in conjunc-
tion with avoiding the divergence of the harmonic series. Let us spell out
the details.

By definition of the Landau symbol, there exist some c,R ¡ 0 such that
|Jpzq|   c � }z}�p for all z with }z} ¡ R. Without loss of generality we may
assume R ¥ 1. Let Λ P XpΓq and x P Λ. Consider¸

yPΛ

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|

�
¸

x�yPΛ
}x�y}¤R

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|�
¸
yPΛ

}x�y}¡R

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq| .

The first sum on the righthand side of this equation can be estimated as
follows:¸
x�yPΛ
}x�y}¤R

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq| ¤
¸

zPΛ�Λ
}z}¤R

}z}p̃ |Jpzq| ¤
¸

zPΓ�Γ
}z}¤R

Rp̃ |Jpzq| �: c�Γ pRq ,

where c�Γ pRq is finite because Γ � Γ is locally finite by the FLC property.
Since p̃� p   1, we have¸

yPΛ
}x�y}¡R

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq| ¤
¸

k¥tRu

¸
yPΛ

k¤}x�y} k�1

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|

¤
¸

k¥tRu

¸
yPΛ

k¤}x�y} k�1

c }x� y}p̃�p ¤ c
¸

k¥tRu

¸
yPΛ

k¤}x�y} k�1

kp̃�p

� c
¸

k¥tRu

#ty P Λ | k ¤ }x� y}   k � 1u kp̃�p .

Here, tRu denotes the maximal integer lower or equal to R.
Every FLC set is by definition a Delone set and thus uniformly discrete.

Hence, there exists some ρΛ such that

#ty P Λ | k ¤ }x� y}   k � 1u
¤ ρΛ volpBk�1p0qrBkp0qq � ρΛ bd,1 rpk � 1qd � kds

¤ ρΛ bd,1 d pk � 1qd�1 ,

where bd,1 is the volume of the unit-ball in Rd. Since we only regard sum-
mands where k ¥ R ¥ 1, we have

pk � 1qd�1 �
�
k � 1

k


d�1

kd�1 ¤ 2d�1 kd�1 .

Because the density constant ρΛ only depends on patches from Γ, we might
also replace it by some ρΓ that keeps the inequality above valid for all
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Λ P XpΓq. Thus, we have¸
yPΛ

}x�y}¡R

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq| ¤ c
¸

k¥tRu

ρΓ bd,1 d 2d�1 kd�1 kp̃�p

� c ρΓ bd,1 d 2d�1
¸

k¥tRu

kp̃�pp�dq�1 �: c�Γ pRq . (2.2)

Because the exponent p̃�pp� dq� 1 is smaller than �1 by assumption, the
series converges. Both constants c�Γ pRq and c�Γ pRq only depend on Γ and J .

If we set cΓ :� c�Γ pRq � c�Γ pRq Equation (2.1) is true. �

Let us note that we may interpret the left-hand as well as the right-hand
side of Inequality (2.2) as functions in R. The inequality in this interpret-

ation remains true for all rR, where rR ¡ 1 and the estimate for J induced

by the Landau symbol holds for all arguments of absolute value ¡ rR. In

particular, c�Γ p rRq vanishes for rRÑ8, because it is the tail of a converging
series. We will use this estimate later on. For later calculations, we can
extract the following conclusion from the proof of Prop. 2.15:

Corollary 2.16. Let J : Rd Ñ R, as in the definition of the pair potential
and such that |Jpzq| � Op}z}�pq for some p ¡ d� 1. Then for all Λ P XpΓq
and all x P Λ ¸

yPΛ

|Jpx� yq|   cΓ , (2.3)

where cΓ is the same constant as in Prop. 2.15.

Proof. Let us define R, c ¡ 0 as in the proof of Prop. 2.15. We may
safely assume that R ¡ 1. Then¸

yPΛ

|Jpx� yq| �
¸
yPΛ

}x�y}¤R

|Jpx� yq| �
¸
yPΛ

}x�y}¡R

|Jpx� yq| .

Let 1   p̃ ¤ p � d. Now certainly 1   Rp̃, and thus the first sum in the
above equation is smaller than c�Γ pRq. In addition, for }x� y} ¡ R we also

have 1   }x� y}p̃ which implies that the second sum is smaller than c�Γ pRq.
Adding up these results we get the stated inequality. �

Remark 2.17. Easy calculations similar to those of Prop. 2.15 show that
one has a similar property for exponential decay: Let t ¡ 0 and 0   t̃   t.
If |Jpzq| � Opexpp�t}z}qq for }z} Ñ 8 then there exists some c1Γ ¡ 0 such
that for all Λ P XpΓq and x P Λ one has¸

yPΛ

exppt̃ }x� y}q |Jpx� yq|   c1Γ .

Corollary 2.16 has the desired consequences for the local energies:

Corollary 2.18. Let Λ be a FLC-set in Rd. If pΦSqSPSpΛq is a pair potential,

either exponentially or algebraically decaying of order p ¡ d� 1, then it has
the property that all local energies are finite.
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Proof. Because, as mentioned above, exponential decay is stronger
than algebraic decay of any order, we need only check the latter case.

Let as above mφ � |maxc,c̃PW φpc, c̃q|. Let ω P WΛ and K P K . We
have

|HKpωq| �
���� ¸
xPΛXK

¸
yPΛ

βφpωx, ωyq Jpx� yq
����

¤ β mφ

¸
xPΛXK

���� ¸
yPΛ

Jpx� yq
���� ¤ β mφ cΓ #pΛXKq   8 ,

by Cor. 2.16. �

This corollary gives the first restriction for our construction:

Restriction 1. From now on, we assume the potential to be a pair inter-
action of short range, at least algebraically decaying of order p ¡ d� 1.

For the next definition we need some notation. Let S1, S2 be two disjoint
subsets of Λ. For η1 � pη1,xqxPS1 P WS1 and η2 � pη2,xqxPS2 P WS2 we
define the combined configuration η1 b η2 :� η � pηxqxPS1YS2 P WS1YS2 by
ηx � η1,x if x P S1 and ηx � η2,x if x P S2. Further let λ be the common
Lebesgue measure on W as a subspace of C and for S P SpΛq let λS be the
standard finite-dimensional product measure on WS .

Now we can define proper specifications on pWΛ,F pΛqq: For K P K
let

πK : F pΛq �WΛ ÝÑ R�0 ,
pA,ωq ÞÝÑ πKpA |ωq ,

where

πKpA |ωq � 1

ZKpωq
»
WΛXK

1Apη b ωKAq exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλΛXKpηq

and the normalisation constant ZKpωq, called the partition function, is given
by

ZKpωq �
»
WΛXK

exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλΛXKpηq .
In statistical physics and finite state spaces, the partition function is also
referred to as the partition sum. If the local energies are finite, it is easy
to check that this makes π :� pπKqKPK a family of well-defined probability
kernels and also a specification (for details see [44]). Therefore, it makes
sense to examine the set of Gibbs measures G pΛ, πq on WΛ specified by
π. We will use the same notation π for all specifications on pWΛ,F pΛqq,
Λ P XpΓq, since they can be distinguished by the argument ω.

The next proposition is a consequence of the finite local energies and
will help us to make several estimates:

Proposition 2.19. Let K P K and ε ¡ 0. There exists some R �
RpK, εq ¡ 0 such that for all ω P Y

∆HpK,R, ωq :�
���� ¸
xPωXK,yPωXBRA

βφpωx, ωyqJpx� yq
����   ε , (2.4)
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where BR � BRp0q is the closed ball of radius R around 0 P Rd.

Proof. Let mφ again be the maximal absolute value of φ and spKq �
maxΛPX #pΛXKq. Note that spKq is finite because, up to translation, only
patches of Γ appear inside K and Γ is an FLC set. We may assume that
R is large enough to ensure }x � y} ¡ 1 for all x P K and y P BRA as well

as that the estimate |Jpx � yq|   c }x � y}�p holds. Let R̃ be the minimal
distance between points in K and BR

A. Then���� ¸
xPωXK,yPωXBRA

βφpωx, ωyqJpx� yq
����

¤ β mφ

¸
xPωXK

¸
yPωXBRA

|Jpx� yq|

¤ β mφ

¸
xPωXK

¸
yPωXBRA

}x� y}p̃ |Jpx� yq|

¤ β mφ spKq c�Γ pR̃q ,
where we again chose 1   p̃   p� d and used c�Γ pR̃q as in the proof of Prop.

2.15. As previously noted, c�Γ pR̃q depends only on Γ and J and vanishes for

growing R̃, thus also for growing R. �

In certain cases, short range potentials ensure existence and uniqueness
of a Gibbs measure. In this situation, we have more information about the
random variables called one-point functions, Hx : WΛ ÑW , ω ÞÑ ωx, where
x P Λ. Especially their covariances covµΛpHx, Hyq with respect to a Gibbs
measure µΛ can be controlled. This will be essential for the calculation
of diffraction properties later on. The basic ingredient for the uniqueness
results is Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition:

Definition 2.20. A quasilocal2 specification π on WΛ is said to satisfy
Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition if

cpΛ, πq :� sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

CxypΛ, πq   1 ,

where pCxypΛ, πqqx,yPΛ is the Dobrushin interdependence matrix, defined by

CxypΛ, πq � sup
!

max
APW

��πtyuptHy P Au |ωq � πtyuptHy P Au | rωq�����ω, rω PWΛ , ωΛrtxu � rωΛrtxu
)
.

We note that our specification π is quasilocal due to Prop. 2.15 and
[44, (2.12)]. The interdependence matrix is an indicator of how much the
one-point functions at specific points depend on the values of the boundary
condition at other points. If those dependencies are small (or even summable
as in the condition), the specification is closer to an independent specification

2A real valued function on WΛ is called local if it is FKpΛq-measurable for some
K P K . A limit (with respect to the sup-norm) of local functions is called quasilocal. A
specification π on WΛ is called quasilocal if, for any bounded quasilocal function f and
any K P K , also πKpf | � q is a bounded and quasilocal function.
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(no interaction between the sites) which is known to lead to a single Gibbs
measure.

Furthermore, the name of the uniqueness condition is well chosen:

Theorem 2.21. Suppose a specification π on WΛ satisfies Dobrushin’s
uniqueness condition. Then #G pΛ, πq � 1.

Proof. Because pW,W q is a standard Borel space, i.e. isomorphic to a
complete separable metric space, and thus also its countable products, we
may apply [44, Theorem (8.7)]. �

Proposition 2.22. If Φ is an exponentially or algebraically (p ¡ d �
1) decaying pair potential and at sufficiently high temperature (small β),
there exists a uniquely determined Gibbs measure µΛ on WΛ specified by π.
Moreover, there exists some constant cb ¡ 0 such that for all Λ P X and
x P Λ ¸

yPΛ

| covµΛpHx, Hyq|   cb . (2.5)

Proof. The proof is based on Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition, and
several other calculations in Chapter 8 of [44]. Firstly, let us note that

cpΛ, πq ¤ 1

2
sup
xPΛ

¸
S�Λ:xPS

p#S � 1q sup
ω,rωPWΛ

|ΦSpωq � ΦSprωq|
� 1

2
sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

β |Jpx� yq| sup
ω,rωPWΛ

|φpωx, ωyq � φpωx, ωyq| ,

by [44, Prop. 8.8]. Now in terms of Cor. 2.16 we have

1

2
sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

β |Jpx� yq| sup
ω,rωPWΛ

|φpωx, ωyq � φpωx, ωyq| ¤ β mφ cΓ .

If we choose β such that β   1
mφ cΓ

we are within the regime of the Dobrushin

uniqueness condition. By Thm. 2.21 we then have #G pΛ, πq � 1. Let us
denote this unique Gibbs measure by µΛ.

For the examination of the covariances of the one-point functions, we
need another object, which is closely related to Dobrushin’s interdependence
matrix C � CpΛ, πq:

DpΛ, πq :�
¸
nPN

Cn .

According to [44, Prop. 8.34] in case Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition
holds, one has the following estimate for covariances involving D � DpΛ, πq:
let f, g be quasilocal functions on WΛ, then

| covµΛpf, gq| � |µΛpf gq � µΛpfqµΛpgq| ¤ 1

4

¸
x̃,ỹPΛ

∆x̃pfqDx̃ỹ ∆ỹpgq , (2.6)

where for x P Λ and a quasilocal f

∆xpfq :� sup
!
|fpωq � fprωq| ���ω, rω PWΛ, ωΛrtxu � rωΛrtxu

)
.
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It is easy to check that the one-point functions and their conjugates are
quasilocal3. If one sets

mW :� sup
c1,c2PW

|c1 � c2|

then for f � Hx and g � Hy Eq. (2.6) reduces to

| covµΛpHx, Hyq| ¤ mW
2

4
Dxy ,

because

∆x̃pHxq �
#
mW , if x̃ � x ,

0 otherwise

and

∆ỹpHyq �
#
mW , if ỹ � y ,

0 otherwise .

Thus we have for any x P Λ¸
yPΛ

| covµΛpHx, Hyq| ¤ mW
2
¸
yPΛ

Dxy .

Consider ¸
yPΛ

pC2qxy �
¸
yPΛ

¸
zPΛ

CxzCzy �
¸
zPΛ

Cxz
¸
yPΛ

Czy ¤ cpΛ, πq2 ,

by Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition. Inductively we get¸
yPΛ

pCnqxy ¤ cpΛ, πqn ,

for all n P N and all x P Λ. Thus¸
yPΛ

Dxy �
¸
yPΛ

¸
nPN

pCnqxy �
¸
nPN

¸
yPΛ

pCnqxy ¤ 1

1� cpΛ, πq ¤
1

1� β mφ cΓ
,

(2.7)
by an application of the geometric series. Finally, we get¸

yPΛ

| covµΛpHx, Hyq| ¤ mW
2

4p1� β mφ cΓq .

�

This proposition gives the next restriction.

Restriction 2. From now on, we assume the temperature to be high enough
to ensure

β   1

mφ cΓ cβ
(2.8)

for some cβ ¡ 1.

3Our previous definition for quasilocal functions is the one given by [44, Def. 2.20].
This definition only handles real valued functions, but the extension to complex valued
ones is trivial by separately treating real and imaginary parts. It does not interfere with
the proofs of the results we use.
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Here we added the constant cβ to refine β even more than needed for
the proof of Prop. 2.22. Later on, this will become necessary.

In general, existence does not necessarily help to calculate things. Es-
pecially if the desired object is only given as a solution to some integral
equation. Uniqueness, on the other hand, results in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.23. Let µΛ be the unique Gibbs measure on WΛ to the potential
Φ. Further, for m P N, let Bm be the closed ball of radius m centred in the
origin. Then for all bounded measurable functions f

µΛpfq � lim
mÑ8πBmpf |ωq for µΛ-almost all ω PWΛ .

In our case we even have

πBmpf |ωq mÑ8ÝÑ µΛpfq
uniformly in ω PWΛ.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition (7.11) and Theorem
(7.12) in [44]. �

Another important note is the following: Because Φ only measures
relative location of the interacting points, it is translation invariant, i.e.
ΦS�tpω� tq � ΦSpωq. This leads to πK�tpA� t |ω� tq � πKpA |ωq and thus
to µΛ�tpA � tq � µΛpAq which gives the basic idea for the construction of
the next paragraph.

2.2.3. Gibbs measures on the dynamical system Y. The topolo-
gies on X and Y define Borel sets B and F , respectively. For the existence
of the natural autocorrelation on both systems we will later on need to re-
strict ourselves to the case that pX, T q is uniquely ergodic. Let us denote the
corresponding ergodic probability measure by ν. The goal of the next lines
is to construct a natural extension of ν to Y that is compatible with a chosen
short range potential Φ. The theory presented here will give an extremal
translation invariant Gibbs measure, which is known to be ergodic. That
allows us to make sensible statements about the diffraction of the randomly
generated weighted FLC sets in the next section.

Since we need the results from the previous sections, Restriction 1 and
2 still apply to Φ.

First, we need to construct proper families of σ-algebras and define valid
specifications. So for K P K let

�TK :�
#

9¤
ΛPX

AΛ

���AΛ P TKpΛq
+
.

It is easy to check that these are σ-algebras. Since those σ-algebra need not
be contained in the Borel σ-algebra F on Y we need to reduce to the traces,
so let

TK :� �TK XF .

As an intersection of σ-algebras, they are again σ-algebras. They are de-
creasing because the TKpΛq are decreasing. Let FK be defined in the same
manner.
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The specification is defined as follows: For K P K let

χK : F � Y ÝÑ R�0
pA,ωq ÞÝÑ χKpA |ωq :� πKpAXWω |ωq .

Before we can check the needed properties of a specification, we have to
verify that χK is well-defined. Because ω PWω by definition, we only need

A X WΛ to be in F pΛq for every A P F . So in analogy to the �TK let�F :�  9�
ΛPXAΛ

��AΛ P F pΛq(, which again is a σ-algebra. It is easy to

show that F is contained in �F , because each URK�W,V�V 1rωs (in the sense

of Prop. 2.9) is contained in �F : (we may safely assume that V 1 is a ball
around the origin)

URK�W,V�V 1rωs
�

!rω P Y |ω XK �W � rω � �
V � V 1� , rω XK �W � ω � �

V � V 1�)
�

!rω P Y |ω XK �W � rω � �
V � V 1�)

X
!rω P Y | rω XK �W � ω � �

V � V 1�)

� 9¤
ΛPX

pωXKq�pΛ�V q

PF pΛq as finite intersection of countable unions of measurable setshkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj£
xPωXK

¤
yPΛ

px�yqPV

 rω PWΛ
�� ptyuprωq P ωx � V 1(

X 9¤
ΛPX

pΛXKq�pω�V q

£
yPΛXK

¤
xPω

py�xqPV

 rω PWΛ
�� ptyuprωq P ωx � V 1(

loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
PF pΛq as finite intersection of countable unions of measurable sets

,

where ptyupωq � ωy is the projection to the y-coordinate in the respective

WΛ, measurable by definition of F pΛq.
Therefore, every Borel set A P F has a representation as 9�

ΛPXAΛ where
AXWΛ � AΛ P F pΛq.
Proposition 2.24. The family pχKqKPK is a specification on Y.

Proof. pS1q: The mapping χKp � |ωq is a probability measure on pY,F q
for all ω P Y, because πKp � |ωq is a probability measure on pWω,F pωqq.

pS3q: We directly use that π is a specification on each WΛ: Because of
the disjoint structure of Y we have for all A P F and ω P Y that ω P A if
and only if ω P AXWω �: Aω. Thus for A P TK , K P K ,

χKpA |ωq � πKp
PTKpωqhkkkikkkj
AXWω |ωq � 1Aωpωq � 1Apωq .

pS4q: Let K1,K2 P K such that K2 � K1. We have to check that the
composition of the kernels χK1 and χK2 behaves in the right way. Let A P F
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and ω P Y . As before, let Aω � AXWω. Then we have

pχK1 � χK2qpA |ωq

�
»
Wω

χK2pA | rωq dχK1p � |ωqprωq � »
Wω

πK2pAω | rωq dπK1p � |ωqprωq
� pπK1πK1qpAω |ωq � πK1pAω |ωq � χK1pA |ωq .

pS2q: We need to show that χKpA | � q is �TK- and F -measurable. The
first is again a direct consequence of π being a specification: Let I � R�0 an
interval. Then

χKpA | � q�1pIq � tω P Y |χKpA |ωq P Iu
� tω P Y |πKpAω |ωq P Iu � 9¤

ΛPX
tω PWΛ |πKpAΛ |ωq P Iuloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

PTKpΛq

P �TK .

To show that the specification is F -measurable takes some more steps.
The first step is to look at what happens if we replace the indicator func-
tion 1A, respectively 1Aω , in the definition of π by an arbitrary continuous

function h : Y Ñ R�0 : Let

χKph |ωq :� πKph |ωq

:� 1

ZKpωq
»
WωXK

hpη b ωKAq exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλωXKpηq .

We will show that χKph |ωq is continuous in ω and thus F -measurable. Let
pωnqnPN be a sequence in Y converging to ω. Because of the convergence and
the translation invariance of the specifications, we may safely assume that
for large enough n the supports of ω and ωn agree in K. Now since λωXK
is a finite measure and h and exp are continuous, the question of continuity
of χKph |ωq reduces to the question of continuity of HKpη b ωKAq in ω.

Let ε ¡ 0 and let without loss of generality ω and ωn agree in a ball Bn
around the origin. In particular, let η b ω XK � η b ωn XK � S. Further
let R � RpK, ε3q be the radius defined in Prop. 2.19. We may assume that
BR � Bn. Then��HKpη b ωKAq �HKpη b ωnKAq

��
�

������
¸

xPS, yPω
β φpηx, ωyq Jpx� yq �

¸
xPS, yPωn

β φpηx, ωny q Jpx� yq
������

�
���� ¸
xPS, yPωXBRrS

β
�
φpηx, ωyq � φpηx, ωny q

�
Jpx� yq

�
¸

xPS, yPωXBRA
β φpηx, ωyq Jpx� yq �

¸
xPS, yPωnXBRA

β φpηx, ωny q Jpx� yq
����

¤
���� ¸
xPS, yPωXBRrS

β
�
φpηx, ωyq � φpηx, ωny q

�
Jpx� yq

����
�∆HpK,R, η b ωKAq �∆HpK,R, η b ωnKAq .
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From the FLC property we know that k � #tz P Γ � Γ | }z} ¤ 2Ru   8
and also spBRq � maxΛPX #pΛXBRq   8. Let also jpRq � maxt|Jpzq| | z P
Γ � Γ, }z} ¤ 2Ru. Since φ is assumed to be continuous, we can choose N
large enough so that, for all larger n, the weight differences in BR are small
enough to have |φpηx, ωyq � φpηx, ωny q|   ε

3β k spBRq jpRq . We then get��HKpη b ωKAq �HKpη b ωnKAq
��

�
���� ¸
xPS, yPωXBRrS

β
�
φpηx, ωyq � φpηx, ωny q

�
Jpx� yq

����� 2ε

3

¤ spBRq
¸

zPΓ�Γ, }z}¤2R

β
ε

3β k spBRq jpRq |Jpzq| �
2ε

3
¤ ε .

Because we are in a metrizable space we know (see [24]) that every
indicator function of closed sets is a point-wise limit of continuous functions.
Thus for F � Y closed and 1F pωq � limnÑ8 hnpωq we have

χKpF |ωq

� 1

ZKpωq
»
WωXK

1F pη b ωKAq exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλωXKpηq

� 1

ZKpωq
»
WωXK

lim
nÑ8hnpη b ωKAq exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλωXKpηq

� lim
nÑ8

1

ZKpωq
»
WωXK

hnpη b ωKAq exp p�HKpη b ωKAqq dλωXKpηq
� lim

nÑ8χKphn |ωq .
Hence χKpF | � q is a limit of measurable (even continuous) functions and as
such again measurable (see e.g. [21]).

We will now apply a monotone class argument to show that this property
for closed sets extends to arbitrary measurable A � Y: The set of closed sets
of Y is a generator of the Borel σ-algebra, closed under finite intersections

and contained in the set xF :� tA P F |χKpA | � q is F -measurableu. Thus

we only have to show that xF is a Dynkin system, because then xF � F (see

[21]): Since Y is closed also Y P xF . Suppose A P xF then

χK
�
AA | � � � 1� χKpA | � q

is also measurable and thus AA P xF . Now let pAnqnPN be a sequence of

pairwise disjoint sets in xF . Then

χK

� ¤
nPN

An | �
	
�

¸
nPN

χKpAn | � q

and is thus also measurable, which completes our proof. �

For the next steps we need to introduce the following restriction. This
time we need to make more assumptions on the dynamical system X. Recall
that our goal is to have a ‘natural’ ergodic measure on Y, where the aim
is to obtain ergodicity by an extremal property of the Gibbs measure. We
will achieve that by demanding a similar property of the underlying non-
weighted structure:
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Restriction 3. From now on we will assume that the dynamical system
pXpΓq, T q is uniquely ergodic.

Remark 2.25. Restriction 3 still allows a large class of examples. In partic-
ular, the corresponding dynamical system of a regular model set is uniquely
ergodic (see [88]).

We will denote the unique ergodic measure on pXpGq,Bq by ν. In the
next lines we give a natural extension ϑ of this measure to the system Y
induced by the pair potential Φ.

So let ν choose the support and then let the Gibbs measure on that
particular support choose the weights:

ϑpAq :�
»
X

»
WΛ

1AXWΛpωq dµΛpωqdνpΛq �
»
X
µΛpAXWΛqdνpΛq .

We first have to check that it is well-defined, i.e. that for all A P F the
map f : Λ ÞÑ µΛpAXWΛq is measurable: let g : XÑ Y be measurable, e.g.
let c PW and gpΛq � pcqxPΛ, further let fn : Λ ÞÑ χBnp0qpA | gpΛqq. Then fn
is measurable because χBnp0qpA | � q is measurable (see proof of Prop. 2.24)
and we thus have a composition of measurable maps. On the other hand,
due to theorem 2.23, we know that fpΛq � limnÑ8 fnpΛq which also makes
it measurable.

And indeed, ϑ is a Gibbs measure on Y specified by χ:

Lemma 2.26. We have ϑ P G0pχq.
Proof. We will first check the DLR equations and use the fact that all

µΛ are DLR states. So let A P F and K P K :»
χKpA |ωq dϑpωq �

»
X

»
WΛ

χKpA |ωqdµΛpωqdνpΛq

�
»
X

»
WΛ

πKpAX
�WΛhkkikkj
Wω |ωqdµΛpωqdνpΛq

DLR�
»
X
µΛpAXWΛq dνpΛq � ϑpAq .

Now we have to verify the translation invariance of ϑ:

ϑpA� tq �
»
X
µΛ

�pA� tq XWΛ
�

dνpΛq
ν transl. inv.�

»
X
µΛ�t

�pA� tq XWΛ�t�dνpΛq

�
»
X
µΛ�t

�pAXWΛq � t
�

dνpΛq �
»
X
µΛpAXWΛq dνpΛq � ϑpAq .

�

The next step is to show the uniqueness of ϑ as a translation invariant
Gibbs measure. The proof for this property of ϑ is based on the uniqueness
of the Gibbs measures µΛ and disintegration of measures which we will
introduce by the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.27. Let θ be a translation invariant measure on pY,F q.
Then it can be disintegrated with respect to ν, i.e. there exists a measur-
able mapping X Ñ MpYq, Λ ÞÑ θΛ such that for each positive measurable
function f we have»

Y
fpωq dθpωq �

»
X

»
Y
fpωqdθΛpωq dνpΛq ,

where the measures θΛ are concentrated on the fibres tω P Y |ω � Λu �WΛ.

Proof. We can apply Theorem 5.8 from [43], because the mapping
ω ÞÑ ω implies a homeomorphism (which also results in the concentration
on the fibres) and Y is a compact metrizable space. We only need to check
that for B P B we have rνpBq :� θptω P Y |ω P Buq � νpBq. But that is
obvious because the map B ÞÑ rνpBq defines a measure on pX,Bq, the image
of θ under the measurable map ω ÞÑ ω, and it is translation invariant:

rνpB � tq � θptω P Y |ω P B � tuq
� θptω P Y |ω P Bu � tq � θptω P Y |ω P Buq � rνpBq

But ν is supposed to be the only translation invariant measure on pX,Bq,
so rν � ν. �

Now to our desired uniqueness:

Proposition 2.28. The only translation invariant Gibbs measure specified
by χ is given by ϑ, i.e. G0pχq � tϑu.

Proof. Let B P B, and BY :� tω P Y |ω P Bu. Note that BY is a
measurable set, because the mapping ω ÞÑ ω is measurable. Let us note
that, for any θ P G0pχq, we may use 2.27. Thus, for A P F , we have

θpAXBYq �
»
X

»
Y

1AXBYpωqdθΛpωqdνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y

1Apωq 1BYpωqdθΛpωq dνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y

1Apωq 1BpωqdθΛpωqdνpΛq
θΛ conc. on WΛ�

»
X

»
Y

1WΛpωq 1Apωq 1BpωqdθΛpωq dνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y

1AXWΛpωq 1BpΛq dθΛpωq dνpΛq

�
»
X

1BpΛq
»
WΛ

1AXWΛpωq dθΛpωq dνpΛq .
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On the other hand, because θ is a Gibbs measure, we also have, for any
K P K ,

θpAXBYq �
»
Y
χKpAXBY |ωq dθpωq �

»
X

»
Y
χKpAXBY |ωq dθΛpωq dνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y
πKpAXBY XWω |ωq dθΛpωq dνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y
πKpAXBY XWΛ |ωqdθΛpωqdνpΛq

�
»
X

»
Y

1BYpωqπKpAXWΛ |ωqdθΛpωqdνpΛq

�
»
X

»
WΛ

1BpΛqπKpAXWΛ |ωq dθΛpωqdνpΛq

�
»
X

1BpΛq
»
WΛ

πKpAXWΛ |ωq dθΛpωq dνpΛq .

A standard argument from measure theory thus yields that ν-almost surely
we have »

WΛ

πKpAXWΛ |ωqdθΛpωq �
»
WΛ

1AXWΛpωqdθΛpωq .

Since any AΛ P F pΛq can be written in the form AXWΛ for some A P F
we get that the restriction of θΛ to WΛ solves the DLR equations for the
corresponding specification π for ν-almost all Λ. Since we only have one
unique Gibbs measure for any WΛ, we know the restriction of θΛ to WΛ is
given by µΛ. Because this is true ν-almost surely, one way to write θpAq is

θpAq �
»
X

»
WΛ

1AXWΛpωqdµΛpωqdνpΛq � ϑpAq .

�

Now we are able to state the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.29. If Restrictions 1-3 hold then the measure ϑ is ergodic on
pY,F q with respect to the Rd-action T .

Proof. We want to apply Theorem 2.14, so we need to check that there
exists a sequence pFnqnPN of sub-σ-algebras of F such that F is the smallest
σ-algebra containing

�
nPN Fn, and such that for any n P N, K P K there

exists some t P Rd such that Fn � t � TK . One can easily check that
the FBn comply with this requirement. Thus, the extremal points of the
convex set G0pχq are ergodic. Since ϑ is the only translation invariant Gibbs
measure it is an extremal one and therefore ergodic. �

Let us also make some comment on the measure ϑ from the point of view
of point process theory: Consider the mapping δpMq : Y Ñ MpRd �W q,
where

δpMqpωq :�
¸
xPω

δpx,ωxq ,

then the image of ϑ under the (obviously measurable mapping) δpMq is a
marked point process in Rd with marks in W .
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2.3. Diffraction properties

In this section, we show that almost surely with respect to ϑ we get no
singular continuous part in the diffraction of a random ω P Y, as long as we
stick to the prerequisites from the previous sections and additionally assume
that the system pX, T q is pure point diffractive. To get sensible statements
we will embed the diffraction of the weighted FLC sets into the theory of
the diffraction of complex Radon measures.

We are interested in the diffraction of the following objects:

δpHqpωq :�
¸
xPω

Hxpωq δx ,

where ω P Y and we extend the definition of the one-point functions to this
specific need, Hxpωq :� 1ωpxq � ωx.

Remark 2.30. The mapping ω ÞÑ δpHqpωq is continuous from Y to MpRdq.
Proof. Let pωnqnPN be a convergent sequence in Y with limit ω and let

f be a continuous function with compact support K � Rd. Then because
of the convergence of the ωn for N large enough and any x P suppω XKo

there exists a sequence pxnqn¡N with xn P suppωn XKo such that xn Ñ x
and ωn XKo consists only of the respective xn’s. Note that because of the
assumed continuity of f we have fpxq � 0 for all x P BK and thus��δpHqpωqpfq � δpHqpωnqpfq�� � ��� ¸

xPsuppωXKo

�
ωxfpxq � ωnxnfpxnq

���� .
Because f is assumed to be continuous and the weights ωnxn necessarily also
converge to ωx (due to the convergence of the ωn), a simple 2 ε-argument

shows the continuity of δpHq. �

So let us use the theory provided in Chapter 1 together with the following
result given in [14]:

Theorem 2.31. Let Λ be an FLC set, and µ � °
xPΛwpxq δx, where wpxq P

C and supxPΛ |wpxq|   8. The existence of the natural autocorrelation γ of
µ is equivalent to the existence of the limits

ηpzq :� lim
RÑ8

1

volBR

¸
xPΛXBR
x�zPΛ

wpxqwpx� zq ,

for all z P Λ� Λ. The natural autocorrelation in this case is given by

γ �
¸

zPΛ�Λ

ηpzqδz .

�

If it exists, the autocorrelation of δpHqpωq is thus given by the measure

γpHqpωq :�
¸

zPω�ω
ηpHqpω, zq δz ,

where the autocorrelation coefficients are given by

ηpHqpω, zq :� lim
RÑ8

1

vol
�
BR

� ¸
xPωXBR
x�zPω

HxpωqHx�zpωq .
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The next steps prove the existence of those coefficients, at least almost surely
with respect to ϑ. The strategy will be to show that a yet to be defined
averaged version is pure point diffractive if Γ is, while the objects above
differ from that average only mildly and thus lead only to an absolutely
continuous part of the diffraction.

The tools to derive the diffraction properties of our objects come from
the theory of dynamical systems. A natural factor map can be formulated.
To check the needed properties as a factor map it is essential to ensure
that the expectations of the one-point functions with respect to the Gibbs
measures µΛ depend continuously on the respective Λ. Several small steps
are necessary to get there.

At first we need to show that the specifications πK vary not too strongly
for different Λ P X. One step in that direction is the following proposition
that states that we may estimate the specifications by ‘more local’ objects:

Proposition 2.32. Let ε ¡ 0 and K P K . Then there exists some R ¡ 0
such that for all Λ P X, ω PWΛ and x P Λ

|πKpHx |ωq � πK,RpHx |ωq|   ε ,

where

πK,RpHx |ωq

� 1

ZK,Rpωq
»
WΛXK

Hxpη b ωKAq exp p�HK,Rpη b ωKAqq dλΛXKpηq ,

HK,Rpωq �
¸

xPΛXK,
yPΛXBR

β φpωx, ωyq Jpx� yq

and

ZK,Rpωq �
»
WΛXK

exp p�HK,Rpη b ωKAqq dλΛXKpηq .

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume x � 0 (otherwise consider
Λ� x, K � x). We have��πKpHx |ωq � πK,RpHx |ωq

��
�

���� 1

ZKpωq

Ihkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj»
WΛXK

H0pη b ωKAq exp
��HKpη b ωKAq�dλΛXKpηq

� 1

ZK,Rpωq
»
WΛXK

H0pη b ωKAq exp
��HK,Rpη b ωKAq�dλΛXKpηqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
IR

����
¤

���� I � IR
ZKpωq

����� ����IR ZKpωq � ZK,Rpωq
ZKpωqZK,Rpωq

���� .
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Now

|I � IR|

�
���� »
WΛXK

H0pη b ωKAq
�

exp
��HKpη b ωKAq�

� exp
��HK,Rpη b ωKAq�	 dλΛXKpηq

����
�

���� »
WΛXK

H0pη b ωKAq exp
��HKpη b ωKAq�

�
�

1� exp
�
HKpη b ωKAq �HK,Rpη b ωKAq�	 dλΛXKpηq

����
¤

»
WΛXK

����H0pη b ωKAq exp
��HKpη b ωKAq�

�
�

1� exp
�
HKpη b ωKAq �HK,Rpη b ωKAq�	����dλΛXKpηq

¤ max
cPW

|c| � max
ηPWΛXK

����1� exp
�
HKpηb ωKAq �HK,Rpηb ωKAq����� � |ZKpωq| .

We have

|HKpη b ωKAq �HK,Rpη b ωKAq|

�
���� ¸
xPKXΛ,
yPΛrBR

β φpηx, ωyq Jpx� yq
���� ¤ ∆HpK,R, η b ωKAq

Here ∆HpK,R, ηb ωKAq is used as in Prop. 2.19. As shown in this proposi-
tion, ∆HpK,R, ηbωKAq gets arbitrarily small for growing R, independently
of η and ω.

For |x| ¤ 1 we have | exppxq � 1| ¤ 2|x| (see [42, Theorem (Satz) 2,
p.71]). Thus, for R large enough, we have���� I � IR

ZKpωq
���� ¤ max

cPW
|c| � 2 ∆HpK,R, η b ωKAq ¤ ε

2
.

Basically the same calculations lead to the estimate����IR ZKpωq � ZK,Rpωq
ZKpωqZK,Rpωq

���� ¤ ε

2

for some R. We then just take the larger one. �

This proposition states that we only need to know a sufficiently large but
finite sample of the boundary condition ω to get estimates for the behaviour
of the one-point functions with respect to the specifications πK . We might
interpret this as close sets in X having close estimates for the specifications.

Theorem 2.23 states that in case of uniqueness of the µΛ, which we are in
by our restrictions, the specifications πK converge to the Gibbs measures µΛ.
For the respective integrals of the one-point functions we need an estimate
of this convergence that does not depend on the specific Λ P X:
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Proposition 2.33. Let ε ¡ 0. Then there exists K P K such that for all
Λ P X, ω PWΛ and x0 P Λ we have

|πKpH0 |ω � x0q � µΛ�x0pH0q|   ε .

Proof. Let K P K , Λ P X. Again we may assume x0 � 0. Because we
are in the Dobrushin uniqueness regime by Restriction 1, we can apply [44]
theorem (8.23)(ii) to obtain

sup
ωPWΛ

��πKpA |ωq � µΛpAq
�� ¤ ¸

yPΛXKA

D0,y , (2.9)

for all A P Ft0upΛq, where again D � pDx,yqx,yPΛ � °
n¡0C

n and C �
CpΛ, πq is the Dobrushin interdependence matrix. We already know that
the right-hand side of (2.9) is the tail of a converging series and consequently
vanishes for growing K. But we still need to show that K can be chosen
independent of the specific Λ. For this task, we need to apply Remark (8.26)
in [44]: Consider the following metric on Rd:

spx, yq :� t̃ }x� y} ^ p̃ logp1� }x� y}q ,
where a ^ b denotes the minimum of a, b P R and t̃, p̃ ¡ 0 are the above
constructed constants. It is easy to check that s is indeed a metric4. If

cspΛ, πq :� sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

CxypΛ, πq espx,yq   1 , (2.10)

the following estimate holds:¸
yPΛXKA

D0,ypΛ, πq ¤ 2

1� cspΛ, πq exp
�
� min
yPΛXKA

sp0, yq
	
. (2.11)

Since Inequality (2.10) as well as cspΛ, πq still depend on Λ, we need to find
some c1s such that cspΛ, πq ¤ c1s   1 for all Λ P XpΓq, because then the
condition (2.10) still holds and we may replace cspΛ, πq by c1s in Inequality
(2.10). Fortunately, [44, Rem. (8.26)] also provides a way to obtain that c1s:
One has

cspΛ, πq ¤ 1

2
sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛXKA

espx,yq sup
ω,rωPWΛ

|ΦSpωq � ΦSprωq|
� 1

2
sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

espx,yqβ |Jpx� yq| sup
ω,rωPWΛ

|φpωx, ωyq � φpωx, ωyq|

¤ β mφ sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

espx,yq |Jpx� yq| .

Now ¸
yPΛ

espx,yq |Jpx� yq|  
¸
yPΛ

p1� }x� y}qp̃ |Jpx� yq| ,

and it is easy to check that there exists some cp̃ such that p1�}z}qp̃   cp̃ }z}p̃
for all z P Γ� Γ. Thus, we have

cspΛ, πq ¤ β mφ sup
xPΛ

¸
yPΛ

espx,yq |Jpx� yq| ¤ β mφ cp̃ cΓ .

4Note that we included the t̃ }x � y} part only to show that this construction also
works for exponential decay.
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We have come to the point where the refinement constant cβ (compare
Restriction 2) for the inverse temperature comes into play: If we set cβ ¡ cp̃
we get

cspΛ, πq ¤ β mφ cp̃ cΓ �: c1s   1

and by that inequality together with Inequalities (2.9), (2.11) also

sup
ωPWΛ

��πKpA |ωq � µΛpAq
�� ¤ 2

1� c1s
exp

�
� min
yPΛXKA

sp0, yq
	
, (2.12)

for A P Ft0u. Since sp0, yq grows at least logarithmically in }y} a set K
can be chosen independent of the specific Λ to get this estimate arbitrarily
small.

We aim at an estimate for the difference of integrals of the one-point
function. For that, fix some ω P WΛ and consider that κp � q � πKp � |ωq �
µΛp � q defines a signed measure on pWΛ,Ft0upΛqq. Thus there exists a Hahn-

decomposition WΛ � A� Y A� into disjoint sets from Ft0upΛq such that κ

is a positive finite measure on A� XFt0upΛq as well as �κ on A� XFKpΛq
(see [21, Theorem (Satz) 18.1]). Hence we get��πKpH0 |ωq � µΛpH0q

��
¤

���� »
A�

H0pωqdκpωq
����� ����� »

A�
H0pωq dκpωq

����
¤ max

cPW
|c| �|κpA�q| � |κpA�q|� .

Applying inequality (2.12) for A� and A� and choosing K as in the consid-
erations above then gives the desired result. �

Restriction 2.1. From now on we assume the temperature to be high
enough to have

β   1

mφ cΓ cp̃
,

where cp̃ is such that p1� }z}qp̃   cp̃ }z}p̃ for all z P Γ� Γ.

Combining the two propositions above, we get the desired continuity of
the expectations:

Proposition 2.34. Let pΛnqnPN be a convergent sequence in X with limit Λ.
Let ptpnqqnPN be the corresponding sequence of vectors tpnq P Rd such that Λ
and Λn � tpnq agree in a large compact set Kn � Rd. Then for any x P Λ
we have µΛnpHx�tpnqq Ñ µΛpHxq for nÑ8.

Proof. Again we may assume that x � 0 and due to the same trans-
lation-invariance argument that tpnq � 0 for all n P N. Now let ε ¡ 0.
According to Prop. 2.33 we can choose K P K such that for any ω PWΛ

|µΛpH0q � πKpH0 |ωq|   ε

4

and for ωn PWΛn

|µΛnpH0q � πKpH0 |ωnq|   ε

4
.

Prop. 2.32 implies that there exists some R P R� such that also

|πKpH0 |ωq � πK,RpH0 |ωq|   ε

4
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and

|πKpH0 |ωnq � πK,RpH0 |ωnq|   ε

4
.

If we choose n large enough such that Λ and Λn agree on BR and also take
ωnBR � ωBR , we have

πK,RpH0 |ωq � πK,RpH0 |ωnq ,
and the triangle inequality thus results in |µΛpH0q � µΛnpH0q|   ε. �

We can now define the averaged autocorrelations and analyse their dif-
fractive nature:

Let C :� maxcPW |c| and V � Rd an open set, such that for all Λ P X we
have #pΛXV q ¤ 1. Such a V exists due to the FLC property of Γ. Now let

δE : X ÝÑ MC,V pRdq
Λ ÞÝÑ δEΛ :�

¸
xPΛ

EµΛpHxq δx .

Here we have changed the notation and have written EµΛpHxq instead of
µΛpHxq to stress that these values really are (complex) constants (with ab-
solute value smaller than C), only depending on the specific Λ P X and
therefore obviously δEΛ is a translation bounded measure in MC,V pRdq.
Proposition 2.35. The map δE is continuous and maps X onto the set

tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu, where the closure is taken with respect to the vague topology.

Proof. Since X is first countable, it is sufficient for continuity to check
that for any converging sequence pΛnqnPN, limnÑ8 Λn � Λ and any continu-
ous function f with compact support also δEΛnpfq converges to δEΛpfq. Let F
be the support of f . Then Λn X F is finite for any n P N. We have

δEΛnpfq �
¸
xPΛn

EµΛn
pHxq δxpfqq �

¸
xPΛnXF

EµΛn
pHxq fpxq .

By the continuity of f and Prop. 2.34, this finite sum converges in the right
manner.

Let t P Rd. Obviously we have δEΓ�t � δEΓ�t, because the Gibbs measures

have this property. Thus δEptΓ� t | t P Rduq � tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu. Hence from

continuity of δE we obtain

δEpXq � δEptΓ� t | t P Rduq � tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu .
On the other hand, MC,V pRdq is Hausdorff by [10, Theorem 2] and X com-

pact. Therefore the image of X under the continuous map δE itself is com-
pact, thus closed. In addition, this image contains the orbit tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu.
But tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu is the smallest of such sets, which implies

tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu � δEpXq ,
and that completes our proof. �

We now get:
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Lemma 2.36. If the dynamical system pX, T q is pure point diffractive, then
the same holds for every δEΛ. In particular, the autocorrelation coefficients
exist and are given by

ηEΛpzq :� lim
RÑ8

1

vol
�
BR

� ¸
xPΛXBR
x�zPΛ

EµΛpHxqEµΛpHx�zpωqq .

Proof. We know by Prop. 2.35 that tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu with translation
as action is a factor of the dynamical system pX, T q. Because we assume

X to be pure point diffractive, the elements of the factor tδEΓ � t | t P Rdu
inherit the spectral structure of pX, T q, see [11, Thm. 4]. �

It is thus sensible to state the next restriction as follows:

Restriction 4. We assume the system X to be pure point diffractive.

Remark 2.37. Again, the class of regular model sets provides valid ex-
amples. Every regular model set and its complete dynamical system is pure
point diffractive, see [88]. (Figure 3 shows the diffraction image of the Pen-
rose vertex set as a well known example with pure point diffraction.)

Figure 3. Central patch of the diffraction image of the Pen-
rose vertex set; the diameter of the points corresponds to
their intensity. This picture is taken from [91]

Now we can make use of the main result of the previous section, namely
the ergodicity of the measure ϑ on Y, to calculate some diffraction properties
of a randomly weighted set.
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Lemma 2.38. The autocorrelation ηpHqpωq exists almost surely with respect
to ϑ.

Proof. Let

η
pHq
R pω, zq :� 1

vol
�
BR

� ¸
xPωXBR
x�zPω

HxpωqHx�zpωq .

For fixed z, we might interpret η
pHq
R as

η
pHq
R pω, zq :� ξω

�
BR

�
vol

�
BR

� ,
where ξω is the stationary random measure defined by

ξω :�
¸
xPω
x�zPω

HxpωqHx�zpωq δx .

Measurability is checked analogously to Remark 2.30 and the translation
invariance is obvious. Then, due to the ergodic Theorem 12.2.IV. and pre-
ceding remarks in [32], by the ergodicity of ϑ, we get ϑ-almost surely

lim
RÑ8

ξω
�
BR

�
vol

�
BR

� � 1

volpBq
»
Y
ξω1pBq dϑpω1q ,

where B is a relatively compact Borel set in Rd with non empty interior,
e.g. the unit cube or any ball of finite radius. Before we go on with the
proof, let us just make some remarks on the ergodic theorem above: Instead
of shifting the testing area B to get a ‘space average’ as an estimate for the
‘time average’, we let the ergodic measure ϑ shift the underlying structure.
At the end of this section we will make use of the free choice of B to obtain
easier formulas for the diffraction measure.

Recall the definition of the covariance:

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hy

� � EµΛ

�
HxHy

�� EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hy

�
.

Hence, we have»
Y
ξωpBq dϑpωq

�
»
Y

¸
xPωXB
x�zPω

HxpωqHx�zpωqdϑpωq �
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
HxHx�z

�
dνpΛq

�
»
X

� ¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hx�z

�� covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�

dνpΛq

�
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hx�z

�
dνpΛq

�
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq .
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Applying the same ergodic theorem backwards we get

1

volpBq
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hx�z

�
dνpΛq

� lim
RÑ8

1

vol
�
BR

� ¸
xPΛXBR
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hx�z

� � ηEΛpzq

for ν-almost all Λ P X. The measure ϑ � supp�1 obviously is absolutely
continuous with respect to ν (see the proof of Prop. 2.27) and we thus have,
for ϑ-almost all ω P Y,

1

volpBq
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

EµΛ

�
Hx

�
EµΛ

�
Hx�z

�
dνpΛq � ηEωpzq .

Therefore we get (again ϑ-almost surely)

ηpHqpω, zq � ηEωpzq �
1

volpBq
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq .

Since ω P X, ηEΛpzq exists for all Λ P X and the second part is an integral
of a finite sum of bounded functions, the autocorrelation coefficient exists
ϑ-almost surely. �

To exclude singular continuous diffraction we also need the next

Proposition 2.39. We have¸
zPΓ�Γ

���� »
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq

����   8 .

Proof. Consider¸
zPΓ�Γ

���� »
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq

����
¤

¸
zPΓ�Γ

»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

���� covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�����dνpΛq
�

»
X

¸
zPΛ�Λ

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

���� covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�����dνpΛq
¤

»
X

¸
xPΛXB

¸
yPΛ

���� covµΛ

�
Hx, Hy

�����dνpΛq (2.5)
¤ cb �max

ΛPX
|ΛXB| ¤ 8 .

�

Finally, we can state the main result of this chapter:

Theorem 2.40. Let Γ be an FLC set such that the dynamical system�
XpΓq, T � is uniquely ergodic and its diffraction is pure point. Let ϑ be

the above constructed Gibbs measure on Y for an algebraically (p ¡ d � 1)
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or exponentially decaying potential. Then, at high enough temperatures, ϑ-
almost surely no singular continuous part is present in the diffraction of the
randomly weighted FLC sets ω P Y.

Proof. The autocorrelation coefficients exist ϑ-almost surely. The dif-
ferences to the averagely weighted FLC sets are given by weighted Dirac
combs whose weights are given by a sequence of absolutely summable con-
stants (Prop. 2.39). They thus only lead to an absolutely continuous part
of the diffraction (Prop. 1.3), whereas, due to Lemma 2.36, the coefficients
of the averagely weighted sets lead to pure point diffraction:

{γpHqpωq �
pure point parthkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj

F

� ¸
zPω�ω

ηEωpzq δz
�

� F

�
1

volpBq
¸

zPω�ω

�»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq



δz

�
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

a.c. part

. (2.13)

�

Let us now simplify the formula for the absolutely continuous part of
the diffraction in Eq. (2.13) by using the freedom to choose the sample set
B. As a first step, let B � Bε be the closed ball of radius ε ¡ 0 around
0 P Rd. We may choose ε small enough so that Bε contains at most 1 point
of any Λ P X. Let

Xε :�  
Λ P X |#pΛXBεq ¥ 1

(
,

which is trivially measurable. For any Λ P Xε, there exists a uniquely
determined xεpΛq P ΛXBε. Thus, we have

1

volpBq
»
X

¸
xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
dνpΛq

� 1

volpBεq
»
Xε

1Λ

�
xεpΛq � z

�
covµΛ

�
HxεpΛq, HxεpΛq�z

�
dνpΛq

� νpXεq
volpBεq

»
X

1Λ

�
xεpΛq � z

�
covµΛ

�
HxεpΛq, HxεpΛq�z

�
dνεpΛq ,

where νε is the conditional probability measure

νεp � q :� νp � |Xεq � νp � X Xεq
νpXεq .

To further simplify this formula, the idea is to look at a suitable limit of
this quantity as ε Ñ 0. Again, we may interpret the measures ν and νε as
stationary point processes. In this interpretation, for any sequence pεnqnPN,
such that εn Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8, the sequence pνεnqnPN is known to converge
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weakly5 to the Palm measure ν0, which is concentrated on the set

X0 :� tΛ P X | 0 P Λu ,
see [58]. For a definition of the Palm measure in the stationary case see
Chapter 3, for a definition in the general case see [58]. Now consider that,
for Λ P Xε and B � Rd small enough to contain at most one point from any
Λ P X, we have

hpΛq :�
¸

xPΛXB
x�zPΛ

covµΛ

�
Hx, Hx�z

�
� 1Λ

�
xεpΛq � z

�
covµΛ

�
HxεpΛq, HxεpΛq�z

�
.

Since h is a bounded continuous function, we obtain

lim
nÑ8

»
X
hpΛq dνεnpΛq

�
»
X
hpΛq dν0pΛq �

»
X0

1Λ

�� z
�

covµΛ

�
H0, H�z

�
dν0pΛq .

Note that we may replace �z by z in the above equation, because for Λ P X0

and �z P Λ also Λ�z P X0. Further, by the ergodicity of ν and by the same

ergodic theorem as used above, we get for ν-almost all rΛ P X

lim
nÑ8

#prΛXBnq
volpBnq � 1

volpBq
»
X

#pΛXBqdνpΛq �: denspΓq ,

independent of the choice of the relatively compact B with non-empty in-
terior. For ε small enough, we have

1XεpΛq � #pΛXBεq
and thus

νpXεq
volpBεq �

1

volpBεq
»
X

#pΛXBεq dνpΛq � denspΓq .

Combining the above observations, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 2.41. Under the prerequisites of Theorem 2.40, the absolutely
continuous part of the diffraction for ϑ-almost all ω P Y is given by

{γpHqpωqac

� denspΓq � F
� ¸
zPω�ω

�»
X0

1Λ

�
z
�

covµΛ

�
H0, Hz

�
dν0pΛq



δz

�
,

where the absolute continuity again follows from the absolute summability of
the involved covariance functions. �

5A sequence pPnqn of point processes in Rd converges weakly to the point process P
if and only if, for all bounded continuous h : N pRdq Ñ R�0 , one has limnÑ8 Pnphq � P ,
see [24].
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2.4. Further thoughts

2.4.1. Conclusions. The constructed class of randomised FLC sets
can be interpreted as a model for quasicrystals with structural disorder in
equilibrium. It is assumed that the effective interaction is short-ranged.
The absence of a singular continuous part of the diffraction spectrum for
this class fits into the general picture that modelling physical structures
and their diffraction often need not include such a part. Other models
of structural disorder (e.g. models in [6, 16, 17]) also (mostly) lead to
a pure point part if the structure is close to a (quasi)crystalline one with
pure point diffraction, e.g. lattices or more generally regular model sets,
only adding an absolutely continuous part to the diffraction that results
from the covariances of the weights (for instance in [17]) or the distribution
of displacements (e.g. in [91, 51, 52]) of the atoms. In this sense the
results of Chapter 2 extend results of [16, 17, 97], where Gibbs measures
at high temperatures on lattices or with finite weight sets, respectively, are
considered.

2.4.2. Outlook. The topology on Y is a natural candidate for a topo-
logy on families of weighted FLC sets since it is essentially the LRT. One
could therefore ask if other measures on pY,F q share the diffraction res-
ults of the Gibbs measure ϑ. Two major components are used to show the
absence of singular continuous diffraction in the given model: The first is
the ergodicity of ϑ, because the thermodynamic limits then lead to known
quantities. Other ergodic (Gibbs) measures, where the ergodicity does not
come from a high temperature regime are also possible. The second com-
ponent is given by the estimate of the covariances of the one-point functions.
In our case this estimate is strongly related to the short range potential. It
would be interesting to investigate if there are other ways to obtain simil-
arly strong knowledge about the covariances. A first attempt could be to
introduce some random displacements of the atoms in the randomly chosen
FLC set and still stick to a short range potential. Another extension would
be to look into non-compact weight sets, although this could lead to issues
of integrability in the context of the local energies.

For the theory of point processes, measures such as ν and ϑ, as given in
this chapter, also provide a way to construct stationary point processes that
are completely different from Poisson and related processes. In particular,
they are concentrated on (marked) Delone configurations, i.e. configurations
that obey a hard-core condition and have no big gaps, similar to the process
constructed by Kallenberg [56]. In addition, there are still hardly explored
variations of the well-known model sets, e.g. by changing the windows.





CHAPTER 3

Diffraction of the Matérn hard-core point process

The treatment of the diffraction of stationary, ergodic point processes
in Rd in general has been simplified by Goueré [46] by identifying the in-
tensity of the so called Palm distribution with the autocorrelation of almost
all realisations. But the exact calculations remain difficult and can only
be achieved in certain situations. This is the case in the Matérn hard-core
process, thanks to calculations by Stoyan and Stoyan [94]. We give a de-
tailed treatment on this case building on observations and claims given in
[6]. Stochastic geometry knows a tool for the spectral analysis of point pro-
cesses that is very similar to the diffraction measure, namely the Bartlett
spectrum (for a definition see [18, 19, 31], for a hint at the connection
[6, 60]). We are not going to talk about the latter in detail but show how
to derive one object from the other in ergodic cases.

3.1. Moments of point processes and diffraction

The Palm distribution of a point process is a so-called second order prop-
erty of point processes, i.e. a property strongly related to second moments
of the process. To prepare and explain the calculations in later sections, we
need to introduce some objects. At the end of this section, we also give a
precise statement of the above mentioned result that relates these objects
to autocorrelation and diffraction, respectively.

In the following we only consider simple point processes in Rd, although
the objects defined also make sense for general point processes and random
measures. For reasons of completeness we also give the definition of the
most important first order object, the intensity measure or first moment of
a point process. Let P be a point process in Rd. Then the intensity measure

ϑ
p1q
P �: ϑP is given by

ϑ
p1q
P pfq :�

»
N

»
Rd
fpxqdµpxq dP pµq ,

for every measurable function f from Rd to R�0 , where N � N pRdq denotes
the space of counting measures in Rd. This measure need not be σ-finite.
In case it is, we will call P a first order or integrable point process.

In the case of a stationary process, the intensity measure is always a
multiple of the Lebesgue measure, i.e. ϑP � κλd, where κ P R�0 . In this
case also κ is called the intensity.

49
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The definition of the first moment measure extends naturally to the n-th
moment measure given by

ϑ
pnq
P phq :�

»
N

»
Rd

n� � �
»
Rd
hpx1, . . . , xnq dµnpx1, . . . , xnq dP pµq

�
»
N

¸
x1,...,xnPsuppµ

hpx1, . . . , xnq dP pµq ,

where h : Rd � n-times� � � � Rd Ñ R�0 is assumed measurable. In particular,

ϑ
pnq
P pB1 � � � � �Bnq � EP pζB1 � . . . � ζBnq ,

for B1, . . . , Bn P B0pRdq, where ζB again denotes the random variable
defined by ζBpµq � µpBq. If the measure is locally finite on pRdqn, we
will call P an n-th order or n-times integrable point process.

A close relative of the n-th moment measure is the n-th factorial moment
measure given by

α
pnq
P phq :�

»
N

¸
x1,...,xnPsuppµ
xi ��xj for i ��j

hpx1, . . . , xnqdP pµq .

Thus the difference to the n-th moment is that the factorial moment only
counts the evaluation of h where the n-tuples px1, . . . , xnq consist of distinct
points xi. Note that permutations are still counted. If B1, . . . , Bn are pair-

wise disjoint Borel sets in Rd, then ϑ
pnq
P pB1�� � ��Bnq � α

pnq
P pB1�� � ��Bnq.

From now on, we restrict ourselves to the case where n is at most two.

Suppose that α
p2q
P is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue

measure, i.e. there exists ρ
p2q
P : Rd � Rd Ñ R�0 such that

α
p2q
P phq :�

»
Rd

»
Rd
hpx, yq ρp2qP px, yqdλdpxq dλdpyq ,

then ρ
p2q
P is called the second-order product density. In case of a translation

and rotation invariant process P , the density (if it exists) can always be

written in the form ρ
p2q
P px, yq � ρP p}x � y}q, see [59]. We will also call ρP

the second-order product density.
We can now define the important Palm distribution or Palm measure.

Let P be a stationary point process in Rd with finite intensity κ. The Palm
measure P0 of P can be defined in the following way: for F P F pRdq let

P0pF q :� 1

κ � λdpBq
»
N

¸
xPsuppµXB

1F pµ� xq dP pµq , (3.14)

where B is an arbitrary Borel set with non-empty volume. The definition
does not depend on the specific B and defines a probability on F pRdq,
concentrated on counting measures with an atom at 0. There is a direct
connection to the second order factorial measure: let B1, B2 be Borel sets
in Rd then

α
p2q
P pB1 �B2q � κ2

»
B1

KpB2 � xqdλdpxq (3.15)
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where K is the second reduced moment measure, defined with the Palm
measure by

KpBq :� 1

κ

»
N
µpB r t0uq dP0pµq .

The equation (3.15) then follows from the refined Campbell theorem (see
[59]). This also yields λd-almost surely the equation

KpBq � 1

κ2

»
Rd

1Bpxq ρP p}x}q dλdpxq ,
if the density ρP exists. But the above relation also gives us the possibility
to calculate the intensity of the Palm measure by means of the second order
product density: for a Borel set B � Rd we get

ϑP0pBq �
»
µpBq dP0pµq

�
»
µpB r t0uq dP0pµq � 1Bp0q

»
µpt0uq dP0pµq � κKpBq � 1Bp0q

� 1

κ

»
1Bpxq ρP p}x}q dλdpxq � 1Bp0q ,

and thus

ϑP0 �
1

κ
ρP p} � }qλd � δ0 .

The connection of ϑP0 and the autocorrelation of point sets realized by
certain point processes is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let P be a second order stationary ergodic point process in
Rd with intensity κ. Then for P -almost all µ P N pRdq the natural autocor-
relation measures γpµq exist and are the same, given by

γpµq � γP � κϑP0 .

Proof. For a proof see [46] or, with more details, [6]. �

In terms of the second order product density this translates to the fol-
lowing:

Corollary 3.2. Let P be a second order stationary ergodic point process
in Rd with intensity κ such that the second order product density ρP exists.
Then P -almost surely the natural autocorrelation measure for a configuration
µ exists and is given by

γpµq � ρP p} � }qλd � κ δ0 .

�

This also gives us an easy example, namely the natural autocorrelation
of the stationary Poisson point process:

Example 3.3. The Poisson Process Pκ is known to have the simple constant
second order product density ρPκprq � κ2, compare e.g. [59]. This leads to
an almost sure autocorrelation of γPκ � κ2 λd � κ δ0 and thus to diffractionyγPκ � κ2 δ0 � κλd.

The next example is an example about what can go wrong, if the point
process is not ergodic.
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Example 3.4. Let 0   p   1 and let κ1, κ2 ¡ 0 and P1 � Pκ1 , P2 � Pκ2 be
the corresponding stationary Poisson point processes. The mixed Poisson
process given by P :� pP1 � p1� pqP2 then is the easiest version of a Cox-
process, a process where the intensity is chosen at random, see for instance
[58]. It is not ergodic as a non trivial convex combination of two ergodic
processes (see [58, 6.2.6.]). The intensity of P is given by the same convex
combination of the two respective intensities. Analogously, its Palm measure
is a mixture of the Palm measures P1,0, P2,0 of the original Poisson processes

P0 � 1

κ

�
p κ1 P1,0 � p1� pqκ2 P2,0

�
,

by directly applying the definition of the Palm measure, (3.14). This ne-
cessarily leads to the same linear combination for the intensity of P0. If
the construction would also work in this non ergodic case we would get the
autocorrelation to be almost surely

κϑP0 � p κ1 ϑP1,0 � p1� pqκ2 ϑP2,0

� p κ1 pκ1 λ
d � δ0q � p1� pqκ2 pκ2 λ

d � δ0q
� �

p κ1
2 � p1� pqκ2

2
�
λd � κ δ0

and the diffraction �
p κ1

2 � p1� pqκ2
2
�
δ0 � κλd .

This cannot be the P -almost sure diffraction as, with probability p   1, a
configuration is a Poisson realisation with intensity κ1, and thus has diffrac-
tion κ1

2 δ0 � κ1 λ
d.

Before we turn to the examination of the Matérn hard-core point process,
let us give the connection between the diffraction measure and the before
mentioned Bartlett spectrum:

Proposition 3.5. Let P be a second order stationary point process in Rd
with intensity κ. Let further ξP be the reduced covariance measure of P ,
defined for Schwartz functions ϕ as

ξP pϕq :�
»
N

»
Ud
pµ� xqpϕq dµpxq dP pµq � κ2 λdpϕq ,

where Ud is the unit cube in Rd (which can again be replaced by any Borel set
of Lebesgue measure 1). Then there exists a symmetric, translation-bounded
measure βP PMpRdq, such that for all ϕ P SpRdq

ξP pϕq � βP pqϕq .
Proof. See [31, Prop. 8.2.I]. Note that the inverse Fourier transform

of a Schwartz function ϕ in [31] is defined by»
Rd

eix�yϕpxqdx

and thus might lead to differences in the form of missing constant factors
1{p2πqd in our calculations compared to the quoted sources. �

This proposition suggests the following definition:
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Definition 3.6. Let P be a second order stationary point process in Rd. A
measure βP that is associated to P in the sense of Prop. 3.5 is called the
Bartlett spectrum of P .

The Bartlett spectrum is unique, since the inverse Fourier transform of
a tempered distribution is unique (see [83]).

Example 3.7. The Bartlett spectrum of the stationary Poisson process
with intensity κ is given by βPκ � κλd, see [31, Ex. 8.2(a)].

The example above gives some intuition for the following connection
between the Bartlett spectrum and diffraction measure:

Proposition 3.8. Let P be a stationary ergodic point process with intensity
κ. Then we have xγP � βP � κ2 δ0 .

Proof. Let ϕ be a Schwartz function and consider

xγP pqϕq � γP ppqϕq � γP pϕq � κϑP0pϕq

�
»
N

»
Ud
pµ� xqpϕqdµpxq dP pµq � ξP pϕq � κ2 λdpϕq

� ξP pϕq � κ2 λdppqϕq � ξP pϕq � κ2 xλdpqϕq � ξP pϕq � κ2 δ0pqϕq .
�

Note that a connection between the Bartlett spectrum and diffraction is
also mentioned in [60] and used for structural analysis.

3.2. The Matérn hard-core point process

Theorem 3.1 will give us the opportunity to calculate the diffraction of
almost all the counting measures with respect to the point process that we
are going to introduce in the sequel. Of course all the prerequisites need
to be checked. The idea to the process we regard was first introduced by
Matérn in his PhD thesis in 1960 to model repulsive action between random
points, see [72].

Let P be the stationary, independently marked Poisson point process
in Rd with marks in p0, 1q. That is, the marks are uniformly distributed
in I � p0, 1q, and the underlying point process is given by the Poisson
point process Pκ, κ ¡ 0. Let π be the projection from the marked point
configurations to the unmarked ones. The Matérn hard core point process
PR with hard-core radius R is given as the image of P under the mapping

ϕR : N pRd � Iq ÝÑ N pRdq
µ ÞÝÑ µR �

¸
xPsuppµR

δx ,

where for µ � °
xPsuppπpµq δpx,mxq

suppµR

�  
x P suppπpµq |mx   my, for all y P � suppπpµq XBRpxq

�
r txu( .
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So PR :� ϕRpP q picks the points of a realization µ that have the smallest
mark in a ball of radius R around them. The basic concepts of the process
are illustrated in the sequence of images of Figure 4.

Note that the thinning is simultaneous, so that even a thinned out point
might thin out another one. Thus, the interaction of one point in a configur-
ation is limited to the points within the distance R. This, together with the
stationarity of the Poisson process and the independent marking, directly
results in the stationarity of the Matérn process. It is also the key ingredient
for the proof of ergodicity of PR:

Proposition 3.9. The process PR is mixing, hence also ergodic.

Proof. Every mixing process is ergodic (see e.g. [89, p. 194]) so we
can concentrate on that property. The strategy will be to use the mixing
property of the underlying Poisson point process. Since the hard-core con-
dition only acts locally, points far from each other do not interact due to
the simultaneous thinning. Thus the random variables ζK1 and ζK2 become
independent if the two sets K1,K2 are far away from each other.

According to [89, Theorem (Satz) 5.2.3], to check if PR is mixing is
equivalent to checking the following property: for all compact K1,K2 � Rd

lim
}x}Ñ8

�
1� PR

�!
µ P N pRdq

���µ�K1 Y pK2 � xq� ¡ 0
)	


�
�

1� PR
�tζK1 ¡ 0u�	�1� PR

�tζK2 ¡ 0u�	
or equivalently

lim
}x}Ñ8

PR

�!
µ P N pRdq

���µ�K1 Y pK2 � xq� � 0
)	

� PR
�tζK1 � 0u� � PR�tζK2 � 0u� .

(Recall ζBpµq � µpBq.) For K P K pRdq let KpRq :� K � BRp0q. Then
by the definition of ϕR we get ϕRpνqpKq � ϕRpν|KpRqqpKq, because the
thinning is done simultaneously and only the marks of points at distance
at most R from K influence the thinning in K. (Here ν|KpRq denotes the

restriction of ν to KpRq.) Now let }x} be large enough such that K
pRq
1 and

K
pRq
2 do not intersect. Then

PR

�!
µ P N pRdq

���µ�K1 Y pK2 � xq� � 0
)	

� PR

�!
µ P N pRdq

���µpK1q � 0, µpK2 � xq � 0
)	

� P
�!
ν P N pRd � Iq

���ϕRpνqpK1q � 0, ϕRpνqpK2 � xq � 0
)	

� P
�!
ν P N pRd � Iq

���ϕRpν|KpRq
1
qpK1q � 0, ϕRpν|KpRq

2 �xqpK2 � xq � 0
)	
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(a) First the Poisson process realises some
random point set in R2

(b) Now the marks are choosen independ-
ently for each point of the realisation, il-
lustrated by the radii of the grey disks

(c) Within each hard-core radius, the
marks are compared

(d) Only the points with the smallest
mark within each hard-core radius ‘sur-
vive’

(e) This image is meant to show why the
process has ‘hard cores’ by drawing circles
of half the hard-core radius around the re-
maining points

(f) The last image illustrates the result-
ing outcome of the Matérn process for the
sample realisation

Figure 4. An illustration of the Matérn hard-core point process
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Because the restrictions of a Poisson process to disjoint sets are independent
we get

PR

�!
µ P N pRdq

���µ�K1 Y pK2 � xq� � 0
)	

� P
�!
ν P N pRd � Iq

���ϕRpν|KpRq
1
qpK1q � 0

)	
� P

�!
ν P N pRd � Iq

���ϕRpν|KpRq
2 �xqpK2 � xq � 0

)	
� PR

� 
µ P N pRdq ��µpK1q � 0

(� � PR� µ P N pRdq ��µpK2 � xq � 0
(�

� PR
� 
µ P N pRdq ��µpK1q � 0

(� � PR� µ P N pRdq ��µpK2q � 0
(�
,

because PR is stationary. �

Thanks to the calculations in [94] and [59], we know that the intensity
of the process PR is

κR � 1� expp�κ bRq
bR

and that the second order product density ρR :� ρPR is given by

ρRprq �

$'''&'''%
0 , if r ¤ R ,

2
GRprq

�
1� expp�κ bRq

�� bR
�
1� expp�κGRprqq

�
bRGRprq pGRprq � bRq , if r ¡ R ,

where bR � bd,R � πd{2

Γppd{2q�1qR
d is the volume of a d-dimensional ball with

radius R in Rd and

GRprq � λdpBRp0q YBRpxrqq � 2 bR �
�:gRprqhkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj

λdpBRp0q XBRpxrqq ,
where xr is an arbitrary vector of length r. Now obviously GRprq � 2 bR
for r ¥ 2R and one thus has after an easy calculation that ρRprq � κR

2 in
that case. So, outside a ball of radius 2R, the second order product density
looks exactly like the respective one of a Poisson process with intensity κR.
It is therefore reasonable to regard the second order density, and also the
autocorrelation of the process, as being the second order product density of
a slightly refined Poisson point process by writing

ρRprq � κR
2 � rρRprq ,

with rρRprq � �1r0,2RsprqκR2 � 1rR,2Rsprq ρRprq ,
Note that rρRp} � }q obviously has compact support B2Rp0q and is bounded,
which allows us to calculate its Fourier transform. Since it is also obviously
a function in L1pRdq, we also know that its transform vanishes at infinity
by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma (see e.g. [80, Thm. 2.2.4]). We will refer
to rρRp} � }q as the refined second order (product) density.

The intensity κR gives the average packing density of the process, i.e.
the average ratio of the space filled by non overlapping spheres (in our case,
they have a radius of R{2) around the points of the realisation an the ‘total
space’. Some easy calculations give a maximal packing density of p1{2qd,
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which is far of from a dense packing, compare e.g. [73]. In d � 3 in a
face-centred cubic lattice the spheres occupy π{?18 � 0.74 . . . of the total
space, see [29].

Before we go deeper into the examination of the diffraction, let us con-
sider the point-wise limit of the densities for κÑ8: Obviously we have

lim
κÑ8κR �

1

bR

and

lim
κÑ8 ρRprq � 1pR,8qprq

2

bRGRprq �: ρ8R prq .

Analogously we define

rρ8R prq :� �1r0,2Rsprq
1

bR
2 � 1rR,2Rsprq ρ8R prq .

These limits are reached exponentially fast and thus provide a good
estimate for the calculations of the diffraction for large κ, as we will see in
various figures. It is not obvious that those point-wise limits belong to some
point process that is the limit of the corresponding Matérn point processes in
some sense. Nevertheless, for any sequence of Poisson intensities pκpnqqnÑ8,
the sequence pPR,nq of corresponding Matérn processes has the the property

that, for any bounded Borel set B � Rd,

lim
tÑ8 lim sup

nÑ8
PR,npζB ¡ tq � 0 , (3.16)

because PR,n-almost surely, for all n, the counting function ζB is obviously

bounded by λdpBRq times the maximal number of non-intersecting pR{2q-
balls in the set B � BR{2. Due to [55, Lemma 4.4], Equation 3.16 implies
that the sequence pPR,nqnPN is relatively compact in the vague topology and
thus has at least one accumulation point.

The limit κ Ñ 0 leads to the process that almost surely realizes the
empty space. In this case, also κR � 0, and the product density is also
constantly 0.

Since one can always adjust the intensity κ to get qualitatively the same
but scaled process for different R, we set R � 1 in the following figures
without loss of generality. (We will give an argument for that later on.)

3.3. Diffraction properties

Since we know the autocorrelation of a Poisson process and the Fourier
transform is linear, we can concentrate on the diffraction part coming fromrρR: The autocorrelation of PR is given by

γPR � ρRp} � }qλd � κR δ0

� κR
2 λd � κR δ0 � rρRp} � }qλd � γ � rρRp} � }qλd ,

where γ is the autocorrelation of the Poisson process PκR , and thus the
diffraction is yγPR � pγ � F

�rρRp} � }q�λd ,
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where we used that by an application of the Fubini Theorem, for a test-
function ϕ P SpRdq, we have

F
�rρRp} � }qλd�pϕq
� �rρRp} � }qλd�ppϕq � »

Rd
rρRp}y}q »

Rd
ϕpxq e�2πix�y dλdpxqdλdpyq

�
»
Rd
ϕpxq

»
Rd

rρRp}y}q e�2πi y�x dλdpyqdλdpxq �
�
F
�rρRp} � }q�λd	pϕq .

So the main task is to compute, or at least analyse, the Fourier transform
of rρRp} � }q.

In dimension d � 1 the function gRprq is simply given by gRprq � 2R�r
and allows us to compute the diffraction of PR explicitly. In higher dimen-
sions, we can give only formulas containing special integrals and discuss the
results by comparing different intensities κ of the underlying Poisson process
and dimensions.

3.3.1. Diffraction in dimension d � 1. As mentioned above, we have
gRprq � 2R� r, bR � 2R and thus GRprq � 2R� r for R ¤ r ¤ 2R. So the
product density for those radii is given by

ρRprq � 2
p2R� rq�1� expp�κ 2Rq�� 2R

�
1� expp�κ p2R� rqq�

2R p2R� rq p2R� r � 2Rq
� 2κR

r
� 2

p2R� rqr �
2 expp�κ p2R� rqq

p2R� rqr

and the corresponding point-wise limit for κÑ8 by

ρ8R prq �
1

Rpr � 2Rq .

Thus we have for R ¤ r ¤ 2R (see Figure 5)

rρRprq � �κR2 � 2κR
r

� 2

p2R� rqr �
2 expp�κ p2R� rqq

p2R� rqr .
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Figure 5. rρRprq in d � 1 for R � 1 and different intensities
κ including the limit κÑ8

The Fourier transform of rρRp| � |q can be computed explicitly (by ele-
mentary calculations) and is given by

pγrefpyq :� F
�rρRp|x|q�pyq

� �κR2 sinp4πR yq
π y

� 4κR
�

Cip4πRyq � Cip2πRyq�
� 2

R

�
Cip4πRyq � Cip2πRyq � cosp4Rπyq�Cip6Rπyq � Cip8Rπyq�

� sinp4Rπyq�Sip6Rπyq � Sip8Rπyq�	
� expp�2Rκq

R

�
Ei

�� 2Rpκ� 2πi yq�� Ei
��Rpκ� 2πi yq�

� Ei
�� 2Rpκ� 2πi yq�� Ei

��Rpκ� 2πi yq��
� expp4Rπi yq

R

�
Ei

�� 4Rpκ� 2πi yq�� Ei
�� 3Rpκ� 2πi yq��

� expp�4Rπi yq
R

�
Ei

�� 4Rpκ� 2πi yq�� Ei
�� 3Rpκ� 2πi yq�� , (3.17)

and also the limit for κÑ8
F
�rρ8R p|x|q�pyq

� �sinp4πRyq
4R2

� 2

R

�
cosp4Rπyq�Cip8Rπyq � pCip6Rπyq�
� sinp4Rπyq�Sip8Rπyq � pSip6Rπyq�	 ,

which are both plotted in Figure 6. Unfortunately, the author has not found
a way to express this result for pγref in a shorter formula. Note that one has
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F
�rρRp| � |q�pyq � F

�rρRp| � |q�p|y|q, because the transformed function also
only depends on the absolute value of its argument. Since Cipxq � sinpxq{x,
Sipxq � � cospxq{x for real x Ñ �8, and Eipzq � expp�zq{z for complex
z Ñ 8, we get that at least |F�rρRp| � |q�pyq| � Op1{|y|q. But we will also
give some general argument to verify such a result for all dimensions. If we
add the refined intensity κR to F

�rρRp| � |q�, we get the absolutely continuous
part of the diffraction of the 1-dimensional Matérn hard-core point process.
This density is illustrated in Figure 7.

Let us state the above results in summary:

Proposition 3.10. The diffraction of the Matérn hard core point process
in dimension d � 1 is almost surely given byxγR � κR

2 δ0 � ppγref � κRqλ1 ,

where pγref is the density given in Eq. (3.17) with |pγrefpyq| � Op1{|y|q for
|y| Ñ 8. �
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Figure 6. Part pγref of the diffraction of the Matérn process
in d � 1, including the limit κ Ñ 8. The dotted curves are
given by �0.15 y�1 to illustrate the decay

3.3.2. Diffraction in dimension d ¥ 1. The Fourier transform of a
function depending only on the norm of its argument can be expressed as a
one-dimensional Hankel transform, as

F
�
fp} � }q�pyq � 2π

}y}d{2�1

» 8

0
rd{2 fprq Jpd{2q�1p2πr}y}q dr ,

see [68] for a simple proof in d � 2 and [92] for the general case. For a
definition of the Bessel functions see e.g. [1, Chap. 9].

The next step is to look at the functions GR or gR, respectively. It is

easy to see that gRprq is the volume of two spherical caps of height R� r

2
of
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Figure 7. Absolutely continuous part of the diffraction of
the 1-dimensional Matérn hard-core point process including
the limit κÑ8, in other words: its Bartlett spectrum

spheres with radius R. This volume can be computed explicitly: Let sRphq
be the volume of a d-dimensional spherical cap of height h   R; then by an
easy calculation one has

sRphq �
» R
R�h

bpd�1q,?R2�r2 dr � bpd�1q,R
» R
R�h

1F0

�
� d� 1

2
,
� r
R

	2



dr

� bR

�
1

2
� cd

R� h

R
2F1

�
1� d

2
,

1

2
;
3

2
;
�R� h

R

	2

�

,

where cd �
Γpd2 � 1q?
π Γpd�1

2 q and bd,r is the volume of the d-dimensional ball of ra-

dius r. The integral involved is evaluated using properties of hypergeometric
functions, given e.g. in [1]. Thus for R ¤ r ¤ 2R we get

GRprq � 2 bR � gRprq � 2 bR � 2 sR

�
R� r

2

	
� bR

�
1� cd

r

R
2F1

�
1� d

2
,

1

2
;
3

2
;
� r

2R

	2




.

In odd dimensions, GRprq reduces to polynomials in r, while in even dimen-
sions also arcsin and square root parts are present. Let us have a look at
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the resulting function GRprq in the lower dimensions for R ¤ r ¤ 2R:

GRprq �

$'''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''%

b2,R �Rr

b
1� �

r
2R

�2 � 2R2 arcsin
�
r

2R

�
, for d � 2 ,

b3,R � π R2 r � π
12 r

3 , for d � 3 ,

b4,R � 5π
6 R3 r

b
1� �

r
2R

�2 � π
12 Rr

3
b

1� �
r

2R

�2

�π R4 arcsin
�
r

2R

�
, for d � 4 ,

b5,R � π2

2 R4 r � π2

12 R
2 r3 � π2

160 r
5 , for d � 5 ,

Let us now give the argument why it is essentially enough to restrict oneself
to the case R � 1, at least in pictures: First note, that GR is of the form
GRprq � Rd � G1pr{Rq. Also ρRprq � ρpκ, R, rq. In this notation, we have
for R ¤ r ¤ 2R

ρpRd � κ, 1, r{Rq
R2d

� 2
G1pr{Rq

�
1� expp�Rd � κ b1q

�� b1
�
1� expp�Rd � κG1pr{Rqq

�
R2d b1G1pr{Rq pG1pr{Rq � b1q

� 2
GRprq

�
1� expp�κ bRq

�� bR
�
1� expp�κGRprqq

�
bRGRprq pGRprq � bRq � ρpκ, R, rq .

This ‘rescaling’ translates naturally to the diffraction by linearity and scaling
property of the Fourier transform.

Let us have a look at the part of the diffraction that can be analytically
computed, even in higher dimensions. The piecewise constant part of the
(refined) second order density has the following Fourier transform:

F
�
1r0,2Rsp} � }q

�pyq
� 2π

}y}d{2�1

» 2R

0
rd{2 Jpd{2q�1p2πr}y}qdr � p2Rqd{2

}y}d{2 Jpd{2qp4πR}y}q ,

for the integration see [47]. For ν fixed and |z| Ñ 8, | arg z|   π, one has

Jνpzq �
c

2

π
z�1{2

�
cos

�
z � π

2
ν � π

4

	
� e|Impzq|O

�|z|�1
�


, (3.18)

see [1], thus we have

F
�
1r0,2Rsp}x}q

�pyq � O
�}y}�pd�1q{2� ,

for }y} Ñ 8.
Since rρRprq is bounded and supported in r0, 2Rs, the decay of the Four-

ier integral for large arguments can be estimated by the same asymptotic
behaviour of the Bessel function given in (3.18) that we used for the constant
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part of the density:��F�rρRp} � }q�pyq��
�

���� 2π

}y}d{2�1

» 2R

0
rρRprqrd{2 Jpd{2q�1p2πr}y}q dr

����
¤ sup

rPr0,2Rs
|rρRprq|

�����p2Rqd{2}y}d{2 Jpd{2qp4πR}y}q
����� .

Thus, also this part of the diffraction is O
�}y}�pd�1q{2�, which we already

saw for d � 1. Hence, we have proved the following result:

Theorem 3.11. The diffraction of the Matérn hard core point process is
almost surely given by xγR � κR

2 δ0 � ppγref � κRqλd ,
where pγref is the Fourier transform of the refined second order product densityrρRp} � }q. Furthermore, we have |pγrefpyq| � O

�}y}�pd�1q{2� for }y} Ñ 8. �

Let us finally compare and analyse the functions involved for some di-
mensions. A plot for the refined second order product density in several
different dimensions is given in Figure 8. Quantitatively, some of the differ-
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Figure 8. Refined second order product density for intens-
ity κ � 2 of the underlying Poisson process in several dimen-
sions.

ences for small arguments originate from the different volumes of the unit
balls.

It is easy to check and to understand that in any dimension, and for
any intensity of the underlying Poisson process, the intensity of the Matérn
process is lower than that of the corresponding Poisson process, because
almost surely the function ϕR removes points from the realisations. This
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also results in a lower second order product density for all values. It is also
obvious that the higher the intensity κ, the greater the number of points that
have to be removed, and the greater the differences to the Poisson product
densities become, as is illustrated in Figure 9. In any dimension, and for any
intensity of the underlying Poisson process, one finds the refined second order
product density to be higher than 0 at the point of discontinuity. Since the
product density measures appearance of relative distances between points,
that might be interpreted as the Matérn process being closer to the original
Poisson process for relative distances close to the hard-core radius.

If we look at the diffraction properties in odd dimensions, at least the
Fourier transform of rρ8R can be computed analytically, due to the polynomial
form of GRprq for d � 3 one explicitly gets

F
�rρ8R p} � }q�pyq

� 9

8π3R5 y2
cosp4πR yq � 9

32π4R6 y3
sinp4πR yq � 9

π2R4 y

�
3 sinp4πR yq

� 4 sinp2πR yq � 4 Cip6πR yq sinp4πR yq � 4 Cip8πR yq sinp4πR yq
� 4 Cip�6πR yq sinp8πR yq � 4 Cip�4πR yq sinp8πR yq

� 4 cosp8πR yq Sip4πR yq� 4 cosp4πR yq Sip6πR yq� 4 cosp8πR yq Sip6πR yq
� 4 cosp4πR yq Sip8πR yq � 24πR y

�
cosp4πR yq Cip6πR yq

�cosp4πR yq Cip8πR yq�sinp4πR yq Sip6πR yq�sinp4πR yq Sip8πR yq�	 .
Plots, derived numerically, as to be expected, give pictures of the diffraction
densities that are very similar to the pictures in the one dimensional case.
The Fourier transform of the refined density in d � 3 is shown in Figure 10,
and the decay is hinted at within this image, too. Figure 11 gives a plot
of the absolutely continous part of the diffraction of the Matérn hard-core
process in that dimension. Note that this is also its Bartlett spectrum.

Qualitatively, there are no big differences except the speed of decay for
large arguments of the non-constant part of the diffraction as stated above,
namely the absolutely continuous part of the diffraction oscillates around
κR

2 with decaying amplitudes. Figures 12 and 13 show plots of numerically
derived diffraction densities.

The observed oscillation is a result of the radial symmetric structure of
the process and governed by the respective Bessel function, the decay to
the squared refined intensity is analogous to the decay of the transformed
support function 1B2R

(compare Figures 12 and 13).
We simulated a 2-dimensional Matérn process with hard-core radius 1 in

a disk of radius 800. The intensity of the underlying Poisson point process
was set to 2. The theoretical diffraction pattern can only be guessed from
the simulated diffraction with a lot of goodwill, because the sample is much
to small (about 170.000 points), see Figure 14. But a look at a radially
averaged version, where samples at 100 different angles were taken for the
average, shows stronger hints to the right shape of the diffraction pattern,
see Figure 15.
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(b) Bigger intensities - the differences grow quickly

Figure 9. This picture shows the squared intensities of the
Matérn process in several dimensions compared to the second
order product density of the underlying Poisson process de-
pending on the intensity of the Poisson process. One can
observe the small differences for small intensities. The hard-
core radius is chosen to be 1
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Figure 10. pγref in d � 3 for several intensities, including
the limit κ Ñ 8. Decay is hinted by the dotted graph of
�0.05}y}�2
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Figure 11. Absolutely continuous part of the diffraction of
the Matérn process in dimension d � 3 for different intensities
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Figure 12. Part pγref of the diffraction of the Matérn hard-
core point process; the underlying Poisson intensity is fixed
to κ � 2 while dimension d varies
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Figure 13. Absolutely continuous part of the diffraction of
the Matérn hard-core point process with underlying Poisson
intensity κ � 2 for several dimensions
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(a) Theoretical absolutely continuous part of the diffraction of the Matérn hard-core
process in d � 2

(b) Diffraction of a large sample of a simulation of the Matérn hard-core process with
underlying Poisson intensity, fitted to the theoretical counterpart

Figure 14. Comparison between theoretical and simulated
diffraction of the Matérn hard-core process. Not much of the
theoretical structure is visible in the simulation, since the
sample size is too small
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Figure 15. The gray curve is given by a radial average of
the simulated diffraction, avoiding the Bragg peak in 0. It
is fitted to the theoretical a.c. part of the diffraction of the
Matérn process, which is given by the black curve.
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3.4. Concluding thoughts

3.4.1. Conclusions. This chapter shows one example where the me-
thod introduced by Goueré [46] helps to calculate the diffraction of almost
all realisations of a specific process, the Matèrn hard-core point process. Al-
though we could not compute the Fourier transforms of the involved func-
tions of the Matérn process in dimension d ¡ 1 analytically, the structure
of the diffraction gets visible.

3.4.2. Outlook. In the paper of Stoyan and Stoyan [94], a second
model for a hard-core point process is given, where the hard-core radius is
randomly chosen. An integral formula for the resulting second order product
density is given within this paper, too. One could also analyse the diffrac-
tion structure of that model, although the necessary Fourier transforms get
even more difficult.

It would also be interesting to examine the vague accumulation points
of the family of Matérn processes for limits κ Ñ 8. These limit processes
might have the nice properties of keeping the hard cores while also reducing
the gaps between points. Some considerations in that direction regarding the
Matérn type III process have been made in [73]. The problem of convergence
may be related to limits of hard-core Gibbs point processes for increasing
activity-parameter. They have been studied in [71].

The method of the Palm measure to almost surely determine autocorrel-
ation and thus diffraction measures of a process is limited to ergodic point
processes and random measures. The calculation of the second order product
densities (or Palm intensities) stay difficult, even in that case. Nevertheless,
it would be nice to have more methods to obtain results on the diffraction
of more general (stationary) point processes and random measures. As no
almost sure statements are to be expected in that situation, probability
distributions for diffraction patterns would be the objects of interest.
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